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ApacheHVAC User Guide part D: System Parameters Interface  

The ApacheHVAC User Guide is divided into five parts—five separate documents—each of which covers a set of 

related topics. Ten ApacheHVAC User Guide Appendices provide additional information. 

A: Overview and Fundamentals   

Part A describes general functions, toolbars, tree, canvas, drawing tools, overlays and annotations, 

HVAC prototypes library, constructing systems, multiplexing basics, types of components and 

controllers, essential rules, Integrated System Management (ISM) basics, overview of the System 

Parameters UI, typical workflow, and results view. 

Many of these topics are appear again in parts B–E where they are covered in greater detail.  

B: Equipment, Loops, Components, and Controls 

� Plant Equipment and Water Loops  

� Airside Components and Controllers  

� Room Unit Components and Controllers  

C: Working with Prototype HVAC Networks 

� Prototype HVAC Systems Library  

� Rooms, Zones, Layers, and Multiplexing  

� Integrated System Management (ISM), emphasizing broader VE context as in ISM phases 1b and 2, 

and productivity tools in phase 3; will cover phases 1-3 as they are released. 

� System Setup, System Parameters, Zones Tabular Edit, Loads, Ventilation, Autosizing, Loads 

Reports, and Results Analysis workflow and essential steps. 

D: System Parameters Interface for HVAC Networks 

� Description of each individual parameter and control in the System Parameters dialog. 

� See also Appendix B: System Parameter Dialog Data Mapping. 

E:   Prototype Systems 

� System types and common features of Prototype Systems in the HVAC Systems Library 

Appendix A: Rules for Air Flow Specification 

Appendix B: System Parameter Dialog Data Mapping 

Appendix C: ApacheHVAC Component and Controller Limits 

Appendix D: HVAC Systems Modeling Guidance for the ASHRAE 90.1 Performance Rating Method 

Appendix E: Ground-Source Heat Pump Modeling with ApacheHVAC and Gaia Geothermal GLD 

Appendix F: VRF systems in ApacheHVAC  

Appendix G: Hydronic Radiant Heating and Cooling Systems in ApacheHVAC 

Appendix H: UFAD and Displacement Ventilation in ApacheHVAC  

Appendix I: Solar Hot Water Applications in ApacheHVAC  

Appendix J: Pre-ISM Zone Loads, Ventilation, and Autosizing using the Loads Data Spreadsheet and 

original System Schedules interface (VE2015 and earlier versions)  
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1 Introduction 

The ApacheHVAC System Parameters dialog provides an extensive user interface for Prototype Systems. This 

interface supports setting pre-defined options, viewing and editing numerous parameters for HVAC system 

and zone components. It offers by zone-by-zone and spreadsheet-like tabular editing views for all zones on a 

system within ApacheHVAC. Essential inputs, options, autosized values, and derived parameters are close at 

hand. Flexibility for customization of prototype systems is enhanced by coupling components to the interface 

through selectable ‘system parameter links’.  

 

The System Parameters user interface replaces all functions of the Loads Data spreadsheets, and significantly 

improved upon what was possible with the spreadsheets. Many settings previously assumed in the Loads Data 

spreadsheet formulae are now explicit and readily selectable checkbox options in the dialog. New options, 

such as airflow autosizing based on zone latent loads as well as sensible loads, are also offered. Ventilation 

calculations and related user inputs significantly expand upon previous offerings with respect to Demand 

Controlled Ventilation (DCV), ASHRAE standard 62.1 Appendix A ventilation calculations, ASHRAE standard 170 

for Healthcare, and options for partial transfer vs. 100% transfer air or 100% primary air as makeup for 

exhaust, as needing in laboratories and similar spaces with complex ventilation and exhaust requirements. 

There is also enhanced autosizing for systems combining standard VAV zones with zones served by parallel fan-

powered boxes, and for DOAS systems using fan-coil units and active beams.  

The ApacheHVAC System Parameters interface is the first phase of Integrated System Management (ISM). 

Subsequent releases will build upon this, firstly with capabilities related to HVAC zones, plenums, design day 

parameters, and loads reporting, and later with deeper coupling of ApacheHVAC to Room Data and then with 

productivity enhancements for more rapidly setting up and sizing common ApacheHVAC systems. ISM will 

ultimately consolidate and clarify the path from Thermal Templates and Room Data to ApacheHVAC so that 

users can more readily tell which input parameters will be used in ApacheHVAC, how these are related, and 

how to edit the relevant parameters with meaningful effect on the HVAC system. This will be done while 

enhancing rather than constraining the detailed technical capabilities and flexibility for customization that 

make ApacheHVAC an uncommonly powerful and practical HVAC modeling tool.  
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2 System Parameters Interface – Overview and Main Elements 

2.1 Managed systems  

  

The System Parameters dialog works with ‘managed systems’. A managed system has a system frame and a multiplexed 

set of zones and related components and controllers.  

Each managed system in the ApacheHVAC file has a System Parameters dialog that provides a user-friendly means of 

editing and in many cases deriving its component level parameters; with user inputs alongside zone loads, sizing 

parameters, derived values, and engineering checks.  

 

While the entire system must be contained within the system frame, it can be connected via airflow paths to other 

systems, which may or may not also be managed systems. However, only the components and controllers within the 

system frame can be linked to the System Parameters dialog. 

        

The System Parameters dialog is accessed either by double-clicking top bar of the system frame or by clicking the System 

Parameters toolbar button shown above, and then selecting the ‘System to edit’.  
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2.2 System frame 

The system frame is a container, a clickable element, and a means for providing feedback. The system frame changes 

color, has symbols added or removed at the right end of the top bar, and provides ToolTip information to indicate the 

current status of the system with regard to user edits, autosizing, and error conditions. 

Summary of System Frame Status and ToolTips  

User action or trigger Frame, top bar, and text color ToolTip 

System unchanged from HVAC 

library; no user edits or 

autosizing. 

 
“HVAC network unaltered since being 

loaded from system or user HVAC 

systems library—no user edits or auto-

sizing yet” 

User edits have been made and 

saved, but not yet assigned.  
“User edits have been saved, but not 

assigned to the components and 

controllers in the HVAC network.” 

User edits completed and 

assigned to components and 

controllers. 

 
“User edits have been saved and assigned 

to the components and controllers in the 

HVAC network. If previously auto-sized, 

at least one or more auto-sized value has 

been overridden by a saved user edit. 

Unaltered auto-sized values remain in 

green text.” 

Error condition in System 

Parameters; must be corrected 

before assigning. 

 
“There is an error in a user-edited value 

or derived parameter. This error is 

highlighted in the dialog and must be 

cleared prior to the Assign operation or 

any simulation of the HVAC system”.  

List of the parameters in error is 

provided following this text. 

Zone-level sizing has been 

completed and 

assigned/updated (auto or 

manual). 

 
“Zone-level auto-sizing has been 

completed and sized values have been 

assigned to components and controllers 

in the HVAC network.” 

Zone-level sizing or Zone- and 

then System-level sizing has 

been completed but not 

assigned/updated either 

automatically or manually. 

 
“Zone-level autosizing or zone- and then 

system-level autosizing have been 

completed, but sized values have not 

been assigned either automatically (via 

the ASHRAE Loads interface) or 

manually.”  

Zone-level sizing has been 

completed & assigned, but 

subsequent edits have not been 

applied to the components 

and/or controllers. 

 
“Zone-level sizing completed, but revised 

data associated with subsequent user 

edits has not been assigned. System-level 

sizing, if previously completed, will need 

to be re-run to account for changes.” 

System-level sizing completed, 

but zone-level sizing for this 

system has not been completed 

(e.g., if intentionally set up and 

sized manually at zone level, 

then auto-sized only at system 

level for coils, fans, and plant 

equipment/loops). 

 
“System-level autosizing have been 

completed and applied, but zone level 

autosizing has not.” 

Autosizing at zone and system 

level have been completed and 

values assigned to components 

and controllers. 

 
“Both zone- and system-level auto-sizing 

have been completed and sized values 

assigned to components and controllers 

in the HVAC network.” 
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2.3 System Parameters dialogs 

 

The System Parameters dialog displays data applying to both system level and zone level.   

A few basis system-level parameters, including the system name, option to autosize the system, fundamental type of 

configuration, variable-air-volume (VAV) vs. constant-air-volume (CAV), edit mode, current layer, access to the Edit 

Multiplex dialog, and a toggle for IP vs SI units are provided at the top of the dialog so as to remain visible and accessible 

whenever the dialog is open.  

 

The tabbed middle section provides access to most user inputs, options, and autosized or derived values. The remainder 

of this user guide is dedicated mainly to describing each of these in detail. 

Text color is used to indicate values that are from Room Data (magenta), will be directly autosized (light blue), have been 

autosized (green), edited and differ from the same parameter on other layers (orange), or are in error and must be 

addressed (red). These colors can be customized via the ApacheHVAC Preferences dialog.  

Conditional formatting is used to highlight certain fields containing values that will significantly influence the system 

minimum outside air or that may bring into question the system capability to provide this at all times. 

 

The bottom section provides access to the Zones Tabular Edit dialog described below (also accessible via the toolbar), 

along with copy & paste functions to copy all data for a tab from one layer to another, two save options for saving edits 

without applying them, and ‘Assign’, which applies values to the components and controls on the associated system 

network.  
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2.4 Tabbed sections for System Parameters and Zones Tabular Edit dialogs 

 

Zones Tabular Edit is a customizable spreadsheet-like dialog for viewing and editing all parameters from the System 

Parameters dialog (excepting only systems Schedules) for all zones on the system in a single view. This is also the means 

by which data can be exported for documentation or manipulation in spreadsheets, etc., and can be imported specifically 

with respect to editable columns of data. 

Fields or ‘cells’ for select zone-level parameters use conditional formatting color scheme to draw attention to the zones 

that are driving system minimum ventilation rates or to draw attention to a value that may be of concern, but which is not 

strictly speaking in error.  

Both the System Parameters dialog and its counterpart, the Zones Tabular Edit dialog, are organized with tabs for system- 

and zone-level parameters. These are more or less the same tabs and provide access to all of the same parameters; 

however, the Zones Tabular Edit dialog excludes the system-level ‘Schedules’ tab, subdivides some of the tabs to make 

the number of default columns more manageable, and places ‘Loads Data’ first.  

System Parameters dialog tabs (fixed): 

• Schedules 

• System Parameters 

• Zone Temp, Humidity & Equipment 

• Zone Ventilation & Exhaust 

• Zone Loads & Supply Airflows 

• Zone Airflows, Turndown & Engineering Checks 

Zones Tabular Edit dialog tabs (customizable): 

• Loads Data  

• System Parameters 

• Zone Temp, Humidity & Equipment 

• OA Ventilation  

• Air Changes & Exhaust 

• Cooling Airflows 

• Heating Airflows 

• Zone Design Airflows 

• Engineering Checks 

2.5 ApacheHVAC Toolbar buttons  

Toolbar buttons for ‘System Parameters’, ‘Zones Tabular Edit’, and ‘Global System Parameters Assignment’ are the 2
nd

, 

3
rd

, and 4
th

 buttons on the system sizing section of the ApacheHVAC toolbar shown below: 

    �    

The first two simply open the System Parameters and Zones Tabular Edit dialogs, as described elsewhere. The ‘Global 

System Parameters Assignment’ simultaneously assigns values from system parameters dialogs for all HVAC networks in 

the currently open ApacheHVAC file to the components and controllers in those networks. 
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3 System Parameter Links 

 

Each parameter in the dialogs is either coupled directly to one or more components or controllers or is used in a 

calculation within the dialog—i.e., to derive a value for a component or controller. The coupling is provided by unique 

system parameter links that are set with the individual component and controller edit dialogs.  

 

 

Selecting a particular link within a component or controller determines which values will be assigned to it from the System 

Parameters dialog. Changing the link or clicking ‘Re-apply’ immediately refreshes the linked values. 

The list of available links is context-specific, with its content determined by the component or controller type and, in the 

case of controllers, by the ‘Controlled variable’ selection in the controller dialog. 

System parameter links  couple each 

unique component and controller 

application to a set of values in the 

System Parameters dialog.  

The alpha-numeric prefixes in component 

and controller Reference field previously 

used to connect to the Loads Data 

spreadsheets are no longer necessary; 

where these do remain in place, they are 

for user reference only.  
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In the System Parameters dialog, parameters are grayed out and disabled when the required link or links are not present 

within the system frame. Hovering over any parameter that is disabled for this reason provides a ToolTip listing the 

required links and type of component or controller that they apply to. If a parameter is disabled and there is no such 

ToolTip, this is because the parameter must be enabled by other means (a checkbox in the dialog, a particular system 

configuration, or another parameter upon which it depends).  

For all prototype systems from the HVAC library, these links are pre-set; however, they can be changed if needed and can 

be set as desired when adding a new component or control. It is acceptable to completely revise any pre-defined 

managed system to set up a fully custom system using the links as desired; however, it is recommended that you start 

with existing prototype system of similar configuration both as an illustrative example and to minimize the additional time 

and effort required to build the system from scratch.  

 

 

To facilitate use of the System Parameters dialog for editing of component-level values for an HVAC network, HVAC zone 

components and all other associated zone-level components and controllers within a managed system must be contained 

in a multiplex, as shown above.  

3.1 Overriding linked values 

Data can still be directly edited at component level via individual component and controller dialogs, overriding settings 

passed down from the associated system parameters dialog. This may be necessary for departures from system 

prototypes or to edit parameters not included/editable within the System Parameters dialog. Direct component-level 

edits to any parameters that are editable in the System Parameters dialog will be overwritten by subsequent ‘Assign’ 

operations in System Parameters dialog. 

Setting the system parameter link  to ‘None <Select>’ will preserve any user edits of this nature, preventing them 

from being overwritten. Selecting any system parameter link or retaining the default link and clicking the ‘Re-

apply’ button will override component-level edits.  
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3.2 System Parameter Links – Complete listing 

Where links are active, clicking ‘Re-apply’ will refresh the linked values within the component or controller dialog, turning 

them green to indicate that they have been passed down from the System Parameters dialog. A small fraction of the 

available links, such as those for Room/Zone components, will not be coupled to any data until associated features and 

capabilities are added in a subsequent release. Until then, they function only as an informative label for the component or 

controller. Additional links will be added over time, as part of the evolution of the complete System Parameters interface. 

COMPONENTS 

Fans Filter Dampers 

None  <Select> None  <Select> None  <Select> 

Supply fan Filter pressure & change Outside air min + econ 

Supply fan – TSP addition   Outside air no min econ 

Return/Relief  fan   Outside air fixed min    

Exhaust fan   Outside air variable min 

FCU fan   Energy recovery bypass 

FPB fan   Heat-pipe/RR/whl bypass 

Package terminal unit fan   Zone mixing box damper 

Unit heater fan     

      

Duct heat gain/loss Heating coils Cooling coils 

None  <Select> None  <Select> None  <Select> 

SA duct heat loss/gain AHU pre-heat coil AHU cooling coil 

RA duct heat loss/gain AHU heating coil FCU/act-beam cool coil 

  Zone reheat coil PTAC/PTHP cooling coil 

  FCU/act-beam heat coil UCS cooling coil 

  PTAC/PTHP heating coil   

  Elec heat coil 2nd stage   

      

Heat/enthalpy exchangers Moisture addition/evaporative cooling Thermal battery 

None  <Select> None  <Select> None  <Select> 

Energy recovery HX/wheel Steam humidifier DOAS/AHU cooling device 

Heat-pipe/Run-Rnd/wheel Direct-evap/spray Zone cooling device 

  Indirect-evap/spray   

      

Room or Zone component Room or Zone without air supply   

None  <Select> None  <Select>   

Occupied zone (default) Occupied zone (default)   

Thermally stratified zone Heated/cooled slab zone   

SA/UFAD plenum     

Return Air (RA) plenum     

Adjacent room w EA fan     
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INDEPENDENT CONTROLLER WITH SENSOR 

Flow Rate Dry-bulb Temperature Relative Humidity 

None  <Select> None  <Select> None  <Select> 

Cooling airflow VAV/CAV OA econ target & DBT limit Indirect-evap cooling 

Heating airflow VAV/CAV OA econ target reset Direct-evap cooling 

DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV ER bypass temp target Evap/spray humid per Zn RH 

FCU Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV ER target – cool mode Steam humid per Zn RH 

FCU Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV ER target – heat mode   

FPB Primary airflow CAV/VAV ER target – PSZ heat-cool   

FPB Secondary airflow CAV/2sp/VAV ER bypass temp target -- PSZ   

Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV cool Zone mixing variable DBT target   

Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV heat Cooling coil – AHU cool LAT   

Act beam/IU Induced airflow Cooling coil – AHU dehum LAT   

DOAS PTAC/PTHP Cooling airflow 

CAV/2sp/VAV 
Cool coil – AHU extend dehum LAT   

DOAS PTAC/PTHP Heating airflow 

CAV/2sp/VAV 
Cooling coil – AHU supply air DPT   

Dual-fan-dual duct zn heat airflow Heating coil – min SAT w reset   

PSZ Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV Cooling coil – DOAS tempering   

PSZ Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV Cooling coil – zone variable LAT   

PTAC/PTHP cool airflow CAV/2sp/VAV Cooling coil – full cooling LAT band   

PTAC/PTHP heat airflow CAV/2sp/VAV Cooling coil – full dehum LAT band   

UCS Cooling airflow Heating coil – full heating LAT band   

Cooling-only sys airflow Cooling coil – full h/c LAT band   

Heating-only sys airflow Cooling coil – full h/c/dehum LAT   

Zone DCV stage1 – VAV ctrl Heating coil – full h/c LAT band   

OA min reset - Occupied zone CO2  Heating coil – zn fix LAT stage 1   

Stratified zn re-mix airflow Heating coil – zn fix LAT stage 2   

Wet-bulb Temperature Dewpoint Temperature Percentage Flow 

None  <Select> None  <Select> None  <Select> 

    OA variable min % 

    OA min reset - zone CO2 

    OA min reset - zn VAV flow % 

    

OA min reset - Occupied zn 

VAV% 

    OA min reset - Unocc zn VAV% 

    Zone mixing % primary air 

Heat Transfer Moisture Input Enthalpy 

None  <Select> None  <Select> None  <Select> 
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INDEPENDENT TIME SWITCH 

Flow Rate Dry-bulb Temperature Relative Humidity 

None  <Select> None  <Select> None  <Select> 

DOAS vent airflow HP/RRcoil/wheel bypass temp Evap/spray humid SA RH 

CAV airflow – occupied hours  RA bypass mixed-air target temp Steam humid SA RH 

CAV airflow – nighttime setback  Zone mixing fixed DBT damper target   

Min fan airflow Pre-heat coil – AHU min EAT   

Zone/RA transfer airflow Heating coil – AHU min SAT   

Exhaust/CV hood airflow Heating coil – zone variable LAT   

Exhaust driven ventilation airflow  Heating coil – DOAS tempering   

OA min reset - Unocc zone Cooling coil – zone fixed LAT   

  Heating coil – zone fixed LAT   

Wet-bulb Temperature Dew-point Temperature Percentage Flow 

None  <Select> None  <Select> None  <Select> 

  Cooling coil – coil leaving DPT EA% (vs. return or transfer) 

    EA% available to Energy Recovery 

    RA% to alt path or zone 

    OA fixed % 

Heat Transfer Moisture Input Enthalpy 

None  <Select> None  <Select> None  <Select> 
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4 ApacheHVAC Workflow using the System Parameters Interface 
1) Set up HVAC zone groups and AHU/system groups in model. 

2) Edit HVAC schedules and setpoints via the current System Schedules & Setpoints dialog. 

3) Load HVAC networks or Managed Systems (having a system frame) from the HVAC library.  

4) Set up waterside loops, plant equipment, etc., as desired; or leave this step for later. 

5) Set up prototype layers, if desired. This is an optional preparation similar to steps 6 and 7 below, but setting up 

multiplex layers and system parameters data for types of zone or layers, rather than for specific zones or layers. 

This can also be done ahead of time in saved user-library prototype systems. 

6) Click the ‘Edit Multiplex’ toolbar button or double-click the top bar of the green multiplex frame in a system to 

assign model zones to the principal room/zone component on each multiplex layer. If prototype layers have been 

set up, assign zones accordingly to reduce the number of edits to be made later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7) Click the ‘System Parameters’ toolbar button Double-click the gray system frame to perform edits in the System 

Parameters dialogs at the level of systems and zones to complete system set-up.  

8) Run Room/zone autosizing from HVAC toolbar button or from the ASHRAE Loads dialog.  

9) Open the System Parameters dialog again for each system, or via the toolbar and then select the system to edit 

within the dialog to view and edit the following as needed: 

• System input parameters, such as supply air temperatures; 

• Zone-level loads, input parameters, and settings; 

• Resulting autosized and derived parameters, such as required zone airflows, zone ventilation rates, 

system flow rates, and engineering checks. 
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10) Transfer the edits made in System Parameters dialogs to component level using the ‘Assign’ button.  

11) Data can be directly edited at component level via individual component and controller dialogs, overriding 

settings passed down from the associated system parameters dialog. This may be necessary for departures from 

system prototypes or to edit parameters not included/editable within the System Parameters dialog. Direct 

component-level edits to any parameters that are editable in the System Parameters dialog will be overwritten 

by subsequent ‘Assign’ operations in System Parameters dialog. 

Setting the system parameter link  to ‘None <Select>’ will preserve any user edits of this nature, preventing them 

from being overwritten. Selecting any system parameter link or retaining the default link and clicking the ‘Re-

apply’ button will override component-level edits.  

12) Set up waterside loops, plant equipment, etc., if not already completed (step 4). 

13) Run System-level autosizing from ApacheHVAC toolbar or from the ASHRAE Loads dialog.  

14) View updated derivations as needed in the System Parameters dialog, as the autosizing of the supply fan 

according to simulated peak coincident flow on each network may have affected these. In some cases, it may be 

appropriate to override the autosized supply fan flow rate within the System Parameters dialog to match actual 

fan sizing and to address related engineering checks.  

15) If necessary, adjust user setting and inputs, re-assign resulting values to components and controls, and re-run the 

system-level autosizing.  

16) Inspect waterside/equipment dialogs for other autosized values, noting the effects of system sizing with respect 

to water loops, boilers, chillers, heat pumps, etc. 

17) Generate and view System Loads and Sizing reports.  

18) Perform simulations and view results.  
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4.1 Prototype layers  

 

A facility has been provided within the Multiplex Edit dialog for tagging layers of a multiplex as prototype layers.  

The purpose of prototype layers is to provide a means for selected layers of a multiplex to form the basis of a standard or 

custom system prototype. In this context a prototype layer represents a kind of template for a particular type of layer 

when the prototype is imported to create a system, or when a system is copied on the ApacheHVAC canvas prior to being 

populated with a similar range of space (e.g., in another wing of the same building). Examples of prototype layers for a 

hospital are ‘Office’, ‘Patient room’, ‘Short stay’, and ‘Operating theatre’. Generally, prototype layers will be most useful 

for large projects wherein there are many spaces in the same functional or occupancy category that will tend to share a 

significant number of settings within the System Parameters dialog.  

Prototype layers are labeled on the multiplex layers list so they can be readily located. They function as ordinary layers as 

well as having special functions with respect to parent-child relationships (initially with respect content when a child copy 

is made, and thereafter in name only), layer filtering (according to the parent name), and semi-protected status within the 

multiplex.  
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4.1.1.1 Layer type 

  

Clicking on the ‘Layer type’ dropdown selector on any layer row in the Multiplex Edit dialog opens a nested dialog for  

Any layer can be designated as a prototype layer. If it was created as a child of an existing prototype layer, the 

association with the source layer will be decoupled when its type is changed from child to prototype. When 

designated as a prototype layer, a name for the prototype (e.g., “Conference room”) will be required.  

 

 

New layers can be created as a copy or child of any selected prototype layer. Any layer created as a copy of the 

prototype will retain reference to the source prototype layer by name for sorting and selection purposes, not related 

data content of the layer). A child layer created as a copy of a prototype will, just as with a copy of any layer, initially 

share all data and settings for the source layer within the System Parameters interface, excepting the Room of Zone 

assigned to the source layer. The child will retain this data only until edited. There is no persistent parent-child link 

with respect to data. 

Mechanisms are provided for designating any multiplex layer as a prototype layer, and for removing this designation 

(see the Layer Type column in screen captures above and mechanism within drop-down selectors in that column 

shown in screen captures below): 

• Prototype layer {designating a layer as a prototype flags as such and allows the user to give it a name} 

• Prototype child {designating a layer as a child provides means of selecting any currently defined prototype 

layer in the multiplex as the parent with which it will be associated—essentially just adding it to a selection 

and sorting group.} 

• Standard layer {this default state indicated by a simple double dash “–“ breaks association of a child with a 

parent layer or removes the designation if it was a prototype. De-prototyping a layer should clear the 

prototype name and child designation from all associated child layers. 

Adding Layers as children (copies) of a Prototype Layer:  

• Copying a prototype layer (which has either been imported with the system prototype or created 

subsequently) causes the new layer to reference the prototype layer from which it was created. 

• All components, controls, and current data associated with these will be copied, as usual, from the parent 

Prototype Layer to all Child Layers made from it. There will, however, be no linking of any content or data 

between layers: once created, editing of the parent or child will not affect the other. 

• Deleting a prototype layer deletes all references to that layer.  
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The child of the prototype references the name of the parent prototype layer in uneditable text so that one can tell 

which parent it was created from. Once the copy has been made, it will share only this linked prototype name for 

the purpose of identification and selection and the parent-child relationship.  

4.1.1.2 Sorting by Layer Type 

Clicking the “Layer Type” column heading sorts all rows according to the names of the prototypes and their children. 

4.1.1.3 Select same prototype layers 

This selects all layers—parent and children—sharing the same prototype layer name. This function is available when 

current selection is a single prototype layer or includes only children of a single prototype.  

4.1.1.4 Hide non-selected layers  

Whether selected in relation to a prototype layer or otherwise, this hides all non-selected layers. In the context of 

prototype layers, this is useful as means of selecting all layers of the same time and then hiding others to aid in 

navigating a long list of multiplex layers.  

4.1.1.5 Collapse to prototype layers  

Collapse to prototype layers is special one-time operation for each HVAC network on par with de-prototyping a 

prototype system. This is equivalent to opening the Edit Multiplex dialog and clicking Select all non-prototype layers, 

then clicking Delete. Therefore, this operation is generally intended for use on a copy of an HVAC network that is to 

be firstly collapsed to just the prototype layers, and then re-populated with a new set of zones using the prototype 

layers to reduce setup time required for the newly added spaces.  

When collapsing a system to prototype layers only, you have the option to keep the zone assignments for those 

layers (the prototype layers that will be retained), or to re-set them to unassigned or empty layers.  

4.1.1.6 Add, Insert, and Copy with respect to prototype layers 

The combined effect of the three radio-button options and the Add, Insert, and Copy buttons is best described via 

the matrix of operations and outcomes below: 

Radio buttons Add Layers button Insert Layers button Copy Layers button 

Determines type 

of new layer, per 

options below. 

New layer(s) appended to end  

of layers list; number of layers set 

by dropdown selector. 

New layer(s) inserted just above 

first (lowest numbered) of the 

currently selected layers; number 

of layers set by dropdown 

selector. 

New layer(s) appended to 

end of layers list; number 

of new layers = number 

of layers selected. 

New layer with 

default System 

Parameters 

Principal room: Unset 

Layer type: Standard layer 

System Parameters: Default 

values 

Principal room: Unset 

Layer type: Standard layer 

System Parameters: Default 

values 

 

Principal room: Same as 

selected layer(s) 

 

Layer type:  Same as 

selected layer(s); for each 

selected layer that is a 

prototype layer, the 

appended new layer is a 

child of that particular 

prototype layer. 

 

System Parameters: 

Copies of selected layer(s) 

Copy of last 

(highest 

numbered) 

selected layer 

Principal room: Unset 

Layer type:  Same type as last 

(highest numbered) selected 

layer; if this is a prototype layer, 

the added layer is a child of this 

prototype layer.  

System Parameters: Copy of data 

for the last selected layer (same 

as copying a layer and changing 

Principal Room to Unset). 

Principal room: Unset 

Layer type: Same type as last 

(highest numbered) selected 

layer; if this is a prototype layer, 

the inserted layer is a child of this 

prototype layer. 

System Parameters: Copy of data 

for the last selected layer (same 

as copying a layer and changing 

Principal Room to Unset). 
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Radio buttons Add Layers button Insert Layers button Copy Layers button 

Child (copy) of 

prototype layer 

Principal room: Unset 

Layer type: Child of the prototype 

layer in the dropdown selector. 

System Parameters: Copy of data 

for the prototype layer (same as 

copying a layer and changing 

Principal Room to Unset). 

Principal room: Unset 

Layer type: Child of the prototype 

layer in the dropdown selector. 

System Parameters: Copy of data 

for the prototype layer (same as 

copying a layer and changing 

Principal Room to Unset). 

 

 

   As noted above. 

4.1.2 Principal vs. Non-principal multiplex 

The Principal multiplex must be designated whenever there is a secondary, non-principal, multiplex within the same 

system frame. The System Parameters dialog will be coupled only to the zone layers, components, and controllers in 

the Principal multiplex. 

The inclusion of  secondary, non-principal, multiplex within the same system frame is not permitted for single-zone 

(system types 03 and 04) or packaged terminal units (system types 01 and 02) which are not coupled to a DOAS (as is 

system types 09j and 09k).  

The inclusion of  secondary, non-principal, multiplex within the same system frame should be necessary only when 

there are multiple zones that must be included on the same airside network either before or after, rather than in 

parallel to, the main set of zones on the system. The network below provides an example of this.    

 

• Non-principal multiplexes will be highlighted in blue, similar to non-principal rooms. For a legacy system having 

more than one multiplex within the system frame, the multiplex with the greatest number of layers will 

automatically be set as the principal multiplex when the system is first loaded, and thus upgraded. 
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• The multiplex dialog has a new ‘Principal multiplex’ checkbox that is visible only if the system contains more 

than one multiplex. This is forced ticked and grayed out for the current or default principal multiplex, and is 

enabled and unticked for any non-principal multiplex. These checkboxes function as radio buttons in that only 

one multiplex can be designated as the Principal multiplex.  

• When checking this box for a currently non-principal multiplex, the following warning message will be 

displayed on clicking OK in the dialog: 

 

The same message is also displayed if the principal multiplex is deleted, de-multiplexed, or moved out from 

the system. 

• System links set for components and controllers in a non-principal multiplex won’t be coupled to of affect the 

parameters in the System Parameters dialog, nor will these links assign any data to these components or 

controllers when you click either of the Assign buttons in System Parameters dialog.  

• As the normal behavior of assigning data from System Parameters UI to the component or controller being 

edited when a system link is first selected would be inappropriate, the system link drop-down selector and re-

apply button are hidden for components and controllers in a non-principal multiplex. 

• Any single-multiplex legacy system of type 03 or 04 will have its multiplex resized automatically to contain all 

the components and controllers first time it is loaded in VE2016, thus automatically converting it to be 

correctly recognized by the System Parameters UI with ‘Single-zone systems’ displayed the ‘Configuration’ 

field. Any systems of this type containing two or more multiplexes, which is not permissible, will not be 

upgraded. Instead, the following warning message will be presented to the user: 

‘One or more of the airside networks in this ApacheHVAC file cannot be upgraded as required for use with the ISM 

System Parameters user interface. These are airside system networks of type 03 or 04, which are meant to be 

‘packaged single-zone’ systems. For this system configuration, the upgrade requires that there is not more than one 

multiplex within the system frame. For single-zone systems, secondary multiplexes can be connected to a primary 

multiplex, but must be set up either as separate systems (within a separate system frame) or at very least outside of 

the system frame for the packaged single-zone system.’ 
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4.2 Export data from and Import data to Zones Tabular Edit 

Side Panel: 

    

Menu bar: 

File > Export > To File… 

File > Export > To Clipboard 

Edit > Copy Data From Current Tab 

Data for all tabs or just the current tab can be exported to a .csv file or copied to the Windows ‘clipboard’ via either 

the ‘Side Panel’ options or menu options shown above (to show/hide the former, see View > Side Panel). 

4.3 Import data to Zones Tabular Edit 

Side Panel: 

    

Menu bar: 

Edit > Paste From Clipboard 

As of VE2016, data can be pasted only to editable columns within the currently selected tab. The following 

instructions must be followed precisely.  

When copying edited data from a spreadsheet back to the ApacheHVAC Zones Tabular Edit dialog: 

a. You must first place spreadsheet columns of edited values immediately adjacent to the 'Layer' 

numbering column (no additional or hidden columns are permitted between these). 

b. Apart from column headings, all columns must contain only numerical values. 

c. The 'Layer' column (heading and layer numbering for each row), and column headings for data to be 

pasted must be included in the selection of data to be copied from the spreadsheet.  

d. When pasting this data into the ApacheHVAC Zones Tabular Edit dialog, all target cells must be editable 

values and must contain only numerical values. 

e. The software will use the copied column headings and layer numbers to paste the edited data into the 

correct cells. 

For VE2016, the ‘Import from file…’ option is limited to doing exactly the same thing (pasting one or more editable 

columns of data to the current tab), excepting that the source would be a CSV file for just the Layer number column 

plus edited data columns (including headings for each). 
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4.4 Compatibility and upgrade for legacy networks with Loads Data spreadsheets  

The Loads Data Spreadsheets are no longer supported as of VE2016. Upon upgrade, models are checked for the existence 

of Loads Data spreadsheets. If one or more spreadsheets is present when the system is loaded: 

• A backup of the ApacheHVAC system file and associated Loads Data spreadsheet are saved in an HVAC files 

backup folder. 

• Changes recorded within the Loads Data spreadsheets that were previously applied to any system network will 

be preserved via the upgrade process for the HVAC network itself. 

• In addition to values within HVAC network component and controller dialog, settings and entries recorded in the 

spreadsheets will be retained only if they were previously input through one of the following three dialogs: 

o System Parameters  

o System Schedules & Setpoints  

o Airflow and 62.1 Ventilation Editor in the PRM Navigator  

• Other changes entered manually within the Loads Data spreadsheets will not be preserved, apart from the 

backup copy of the spreadsheet and whatever resulting data has previously been applied to an ApacheHVAC 

system network. 

• For any HVAC network that includes user edits of values in the spreadsheets that could not be edited via the 

three dialogs noted above or that were edited directly to the component or controller dialogs, the resulting 

edited values in the components or controllers may be overwritten by subsequent use of the assign button in 

the new (VE2016 or newer) System Parameters dialog if the same settings or edits are not first made from within 

that dialog.   
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5 System Parameters Interface 

5.1 System Parameters dialog coupling to managed systems via parameter links 

Each managed system in an ApacheHVAC file has a system frame and an associated System Parameters dialog. The dialog 

can be accessed both by double-clicking on the title bar of the system frame or by clicking on the ‘System Parameters’ 

toolbar button and then selecting the ‘System to edit’ at the top of the dialog.  

As described in sections 2 and 3, to facilitate use of the System Parameters dialog for editing of component-level values 

for an HVAC network, HVAC zone components and all other associated zone-level components and controllers within a 

managed system must be contained in a multiplex. 

Edits on the System Parameters dialog take effect in a top-down fashion, using an ‘Assign’ button to control the 

translation of its parameters to those at component level. Data transfer does not occur in the reverse direction:  manual 

edits within components and controls on the HVAC airside network do not change values or settings in the System 

Parameters dialog.  

The minimum outdoor air ventilation rate provides an example of this: The system minimum OA flow rate in the outdoor 

air damper set can be determined by changes in the 62.1 ventilation parameters or other settings and inputs in the 

System Parameters dialog, but a manual edit of the min flow rate in the damper set cannot be used to adjust or derive 

62.1 parameter inputs in the System Parameters dialog. 

A ‘Re-apply’ button adjacent to the system parameters link drop-down menu in each component provides the equivalent 

of clicking Assign in the system parameters dialog just for the one component dialog currently open (if the component or 

controller is multiplexed and more than one layer is currently selected, the normal Local and Global multiplex edit modes 

come into play).  

If linked values within a linked component or controller have been edited, clicking ‘Re-apply’ will re-instate the values 

obtained from the System Parameters dialog. The re-instated values will turn green to indicate they have been updated to 

the values form the System Parameters dialog. The link must be set to ‘None <Select>’ to prevent user-edited values 

being overwritten when the ‘Assign’ button is subsequently clicked within the  System Parameters dialog. 

5.2 Dialog sections and tabs in general 

The System Parameters dialog has eight main sections, each dealing with a different aspect of system data: Common 

system-level configuration and edit functions at the top; access to Zones Tabular Edit and basic copy, paste, save, and 

assign functions at the bottom; and six tabs for detailed editing of system and zone data.  

5.2.1 System Parameters dialog tabs 

The System Parameters dialog includes the following six fixed tabs: 

• Schedules 

• System Parameters 

• Zone Temp, Humidity & Equipment 

• Zone Ventilation & Exhaust 

• Zone Loads & Supply Airflows 

• Zone Airflows, Turndown & Engineering Checks 

5.2.1.1 Schedules tab 

For VE2016, this tab simply provides access to and mirrors values entered in the System Schedules dialog; in the next 

phase of implementation it will replace the separate System Schedules dialog. 
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5.2.1.2 System Parameters tab  

This tab provided inputs and settings relating to the system as a whole. 

• Data relating to the component and controls in the system air handling unit (AHU), including autosized and 

editable parameters for optional system-level features, such as alternate OA damper configurations and 

controls, 100% OA system, indirect or direct evaporative cooling, selection of cooling and heating sources for 

system-level coils, etc. 

• This is a system-level tab for any mutli-zone system, and is a zone-level tab for packaged single-zone systems, 

and also for packaged terminal air-conditioning and heat-pump equipment (PTAC and PTHP) when these are 

provided as terminal units only (no dedicated outdoor air system or DOAS within the same system frame). 

5.2.1.3 Zone Temp, Humidity & Equipment 

Zone HVAC temperature setpoints (same for entire system in phase 1), humidity control options and setpoints, and 

basic inputs for zone-level coils. 

5.2.1.4 Zone Ventilation & Exhaust 

Parameters required for a broad range of zone ventilation calculation methods, including user-specified, ASHRAE 

62.1, demand-controlled ventilation, and maximum of multiple requirements. The air changes and exhaust section 

provides inputs parameters primary air-change and exhaust requirements, including make-up air options (primary, 

transfer, or a mix) and standards such as ASHRAE 90.1 PRM and 170. 

5.2.1.5 Zone Loads & Supply Airflows 

Autosized zone airflows, oversizing factors, manual input overrides, option to address latent cooling loads, option for 

dual-maximum VAV controls, and  reduction of required airflow if a room unit is also present. 

5.2.1.6 Zone Airflows, Turndown & Engineering Checks 

Zone area, occupancy, and loads (after any user-enter oversizing), final cooling and heating design maximum 

airflows, VAV turndown, VAV control type, minimum primary airflow, terminal unit fan control options and 

recirculated airflows, and summary of all relevant autosized zone and system airflow rates. This includes typical 

engineering checks, OA % at min and max primary airflow, etc.  

A Zones Tabular Edit dialog can be launched from the System Parameters dialog or directly from the toolbar to edit the 

same parameters for all zones on a system in a configurable spreadsheet-like view.  

5.2.2 Zones Tabular Edit dialog tabs 

This separate window, accessed via buttons on the toolbar and within the System Parameters dialog, provides a 

spreadsheet-like dialog with customizable columns and tab for viewing and editing system data. With the exception of 

System Schedules, which are not included here, the Zones Tabular Edit dialog provides access to all of the same 

parameters that are visible and/or editable in the System Parameters dialog; however, there is an added loads summary 

tab and some tabs are subdivided to make the number of columns manageable.  

• Loads Data  

• System Parameters 

• Zone Temp, Humidity & Equipment 

• OA Ventilation  

• Air Changes & Exhaust 

• Cooling Airflows 

• Heating Airflows 

• Zone Design Airflows 

• Engineering Checks 
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5.2.2.1 Loads Data 

Basic zone data, including dimensions, loads, setpoints, etc., upon which sizing of zone airflows and room unit 

water flow rates will be based. 

5.2.2.2 System Parameters 

System-level parameters, with one system per row (layer) in the case of single-zone systems, and all rows being 

forced selected and edited as one in the case of multi-zone systems. 

5.2.2.3 Zone Temp, Humidity, Equip  

Same data as on Zone Temp, Humidity & Equipment tab in System Parameters dialog.  

5.2.2.4 OA Ventilation 

Same data as Outdoor air ventilation plus Demand-controlled ventilation (DCV) sections on the Zone Ventilation & 

Exhaust tab in the System Parameters dialog.  

5.2.2.5 Air Changes & Exhaust  

Same data as Air-change requirements, exhaust, and transfer air section on the  Zone Ventilation & Exhaust tab in 

the System Parameters dialog.  

5.2.2.6 Cooling Air & Water Flows 

Same data as Cooling loads and air supply for space conditioning plus Cooling loads for zone-level terminal units or 

room units (DCV) sections on the Zone Loads & Supply Airflows tab in System Parameters dialog.  

5.2.2.7 Heating Air & Water Flows  

Same data as Heating loads and air supply for space conditioning plus Heating loads for zone-level terminal units or 

room units (DCV) sections on the Zone Loads & Supply Airflows tab in System Parameters dialog.  

5.2.2.8 Zone Design Airflows 

Same data as Zone heating & cooling airflows, turndown, and engineering checks section on the Zone Airflows, 

Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab in the System Parameters dialog.  

5.2.2.9 Engineering Checks  

Summary of data from previous tabs of the Zones Tabular Edit dialog, with a few additional units formats, such 

ft
2
/ton for cooling load.  

5.2.3 Customizing tabs in Zones Tabular Edit dialog 

All tabs in the Zones Tabular Edit dialog can be customized in terms of the columns are included. Standard tabs can 

be hidden, and new tabs can be added to access, edit, or export a preferred set of columns. 

Saved custom tab configurations can be copied to another machine by copying the following file, which is normally 

located in Users > user name > AppData > Local > IES:   tab_asimview_zone.cfg 

5.2.4 Tab behavior 

The System Parameters and Zones Tabular Edit dialogs store the tab and sub-tabs selection when they are closed, 

and this tab selection is thus re-instated then next time the dialog is open. This is true the even when moving 

between systems on the canvas or separate ApacheHVAC files. This allows for successively viewing or editing the 

same parameters for multiple systems without having to switch tabs each time the dialog it opened. When staying 

within a single ApacheHVAC file, the dialog can also be opened from the toolbar for editing multiple systems without 

leaving the dialog. 
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5.2.5 Grayed-out parameters 

Parameters and options on the dialog are grayed out if the necessary parameter link does not exist in the HVAC 

network within the system frame.  

A Tooltip is provided upon hovering over a parameter that is grayed out as a result of a missing link. The ToolTip text 

lists the links that will enable the parameter and the type of component or controller and controlled variable for 

which they are available. 

While some labels do change with links and settings, the parameters included in the System Parameters dialog are 

essentially fixed for all system types. Any that are not universal, and thus may not be relevant to a particular system 

or configuration, are grayed out when the parameter link is not present.  

Each feature of a pre-defined prototype system includes both a component or controller and the necessary 

parameter link; however, only the link is required to enable the parameters in the dialog and thus also to transfer 

the associated values to the component or controller in which then link has been set. 

5.2.6 Coloring of text and fields for data source or status 

Text color is used to provide information regarding the data sources or status for various values in the System 

Parameters and Zones Tabular Edit dialogs. If desired, the default colors below can be revised via ApacheHVAC > 

Preferences… > Integrated System Management > Colors, or Preferences toolbar button. 

Color of values to indicate data source or status: 

• Black = general default or user-edited value when the edit is applied to all zone-level layers; User-edited value in 

all system-level dialogs. 

• Orange = value changed for a single zone or subset of zones—.e., when not all layers are selected; black when all 

layers are the same value or edited together to maintain consistency across layers. 

• Magenta = from Room Data and not yet edited in ApacheHVAC. 

• Light blue = a default load, capacity, or airflow value that will be directly autosized when either Zone-level or 

System-level sizing is completed; these are generally also user-editable values. 

• Green = directly autosized load, capacity, or airflow that has not been edited since autosizing. In other dialogs, 

such as for chilled or hot water loops, these may derived from an autosized value not edited since autosized; in 

the System Parameters and Zones Tabular Edit dialogs, however, green is applied only to directly autosized 

values, given there are numerous other values derived from these. 

• Red = error condition that must be revised before simulation can proceed. The problem value, name of the layer 

to which it belongs, and label of the dialog tab on which it appears all turn red to aid in locating the source of the 

error. The system frame for the HVAC network also turns red so that systems with an error can be readily located 

in an ApacheHVAC file of multiple systems. The ToolTip provided when hovering over the system frame lists the 

specific parameters that are in error.   

• = parameter that is not available without the addition of required components and/or system Light grey 

parameter links that enable it. In the System Parameters dialog, parameters are grayed out and disabled when 

the required link or links are not present within the system frame. Hovering over any parameter that is disabled 

for this reason provides a ToolTip listing the required links and type of component or controller that they apply 

to. If a parameter is disabled and there is no such ToolTip, this is because the parameter must be enabled by 

other means (a checkbox in the dialog, a particular system configuration, or another parameter upon which it 

depends).    

Values are green to indicate autosized status in the following cases: 

• All capacity values (kW or kBtu/h) are green after autosizing if directly autosized and until they are edited or 

caused to change by way of derivation. 
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• All capacity values (kW or kBtu/h) derived directly from autosized values inherit the green/black autosize status 

of the autosized value they are linked to whenever the link is enabled. So long as they are linked and the source 

value remains green, they must remain green. 

• For non-capacity values, such as water flow rate, just the black “A” turns green when the value is derived from a 

currently green autosized capacity.  

Conditional formatting of data fields: 

  Very-light grey background indicates a disabled field (it will have grayed-out text).  

 Medium-light grey background indicates a field containing uneditable derived values. 

  Pale yellow background is used for fields containing user-editable (input) values. 

  Dark yellow marks the lowest zone-level ASHRAE 62.1 Ventilation Efficiency value on a system, and 

therefore indicates the “critical zone” (or zones) on that system. 

  Conditional formatting of zone OA fraction cells in Zones Tabular Edit dialog to indicate greater or 

lesser influence on the required system minimum outside air for ventilation. 

  Green is used to draw attention to a field such as ‘Min OA req as fraction of min supply airflow’, when 

the value in the field is outside of a typical range, and this is expected as the outcome of ‘Demand 

controlled ventilation’, such that the unusual value is likely acceptable and desirable. 

  Dark orange is used to draw attention to a field such as ‘Min OA req as fraction of min supply airflow’, 

when the value in the field is of potential concern—i.e., outside of a typical range. 

  Dark orange is also used for any parameter within a multiplexed component or controller for which a 

‘touch edit’ has been executed by double-clicking the field when in a global-edit mode (‘All selected 

layers’ or ‘All layers’). The orange color indicates that the double-clicked value displayed in the field 

has been copied to all other selected layers, and this will be saved to those layers upon clicking ‘OK’ in 

the current dialog. Accessing the Tabular Edit (Data Table) view for the parameter to confirm the data 

has been temporarily copied to all, as it will be saved on ‘OK’. 

5.2.7 Controls and information on the common sections of the System Parameters dialog  

5.2.7.1 System to edit  

The ‘System to edit’ field displays the system name from the system frame.  

When the System Parameters dialog is launched by double-clicking the top bar of the system frame, the displayed 

‘System to edit’ will be an editable duplicate of the complete text displayed on the system frame (excluding the 

system type code, such as ‘09a’). When the System Parameters dialog is closed, the system name will be updated if 

changes were made.  

When the System Parameters dialog is launched via the toolbar, the ‘System to edit’ field becomes a drop-down 

menu of system names to choose from, supporting sequential editing of multiple systems without leaving the dialog. 

The system name displayed here is an editable duplicate of the complete text displayed on the system frame. A 

‘Rename’ button to the right of the drop-down selector provides for editing the selected system name in this mode 

(all but the system type code, such as ‘09a’, is editable).  

When launched from toolbar, attempting to change the 'System to edit' selection to another system when there are 

any unsaved or unassigned changes will open a pop-up window with the following message:  
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5.2.7.2 Enable sizing 

When the ‘Enable sizing’ checkbox is checked, the values in the system parameters dialog for the current system to 

edit will be updated upon running either zone- or system-level sizing. This assumes that in the ASHRAE Loads dialog 

the checkbox to update ApacheHVAC systems is also checked, which applies to all systems in the selected 

ApacheHVAC file.  

When the ‘Enable sizing’ checkbox is unchecked, the values in the system parameters dialog for the current system 

to edit will not be updated upon running either zone- or system-level sizing (regardless of the setting in the ASHRAE 

Loads dialog). 

5.2.7.3 Layer edit mode  

The ‘Layer edit mode’ buttons function like radio buttons (one of the three must be selected) and determine the 

influence of changes made on any of the Zones tabs.  

 

There are three layer edit modes: 

1) ‘Current’ = edits will apply only to the currently selected display layer. 

2) ‘All Selected’ = edits apply all selected layers. Access Edit Multiplex dialog to change the selection set. 

3) ‘All’ = edits apply all layers in the multiplex. 

ToolTips are also provided for these ‘Edit modes’. 

Change the ‘Layer edit mode’ in the System Parameters dialog also sets this in the Edit Multiplex dialog.  

5.2.7.4 Edit Multiplex button 

This button provides access the Multiplex Edit dialog to assign zones to layers and change layer selections, etc., 

without leaving the System Parameters dialog. When using this nested access to the Edit Multiplex dialog, any 

changes—selection set, local vs. global edit, addition or deletion of layers, assignment of zones to layers—must be 

accepted or discarded prior to returning to the System Parameters dialog to continue editing there.  

5.2.7.5 SI/IP selector 

This drop-down units selector changes the units from Standard International (SI) or Metric units to Inch-Pound (IP) 

or Imperial units for all values in the System Parameters and Zones Tabular Edits dialogs, independent of the units 

setting for the current VE model editing session.  

5.2.7.6 Configuration 

The ‘Configuration’ field provides basic information regarding the selected configuration. One of the two buttons for 

CAV or VAV must be selected (like radio buttons) to determine airflow control options that affect other elements of 

the dialog and system controls. A ‘Two speed fan’ check box is enabled as a sub-option for CAV when configuration 

is ‘Packaged single zone systems’.  

Configuration, as determined by the software: 

• Multi-zone system with AHU: default for all systems other than those that trigger options below. 

• Multi-zone system with DOAS: displayed if either “DOAS vent airflow” or “DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV” 

system parameter link is present. 

• Single-zone systems: displayed when all system parameter links AND all air inlets and outlets in system 

frame are within the multiplex.  

• Packaged terminal units: displayed when all sys parameter links in system frame are within the multiplex 

AND no air inlets or outlets are within the multiplex. 

These configurations enable or set the behavior for many parameters within the System Parameters dialog.  
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For ‘Single-zone systems’ and ‘Packaged terminal units’ configurations there is one system per layer in the multiplex, 

and therefore the ‘System Parameters’ tab of the dialog can and normally should have distinct values for each layer 

in the multiplex. In other words, because these are ‘single-zone’ system types, and each layer represents a zone, the 

‘system-level’ parameters are present for each individual zone, and thus for each multiplex layer.  

5.2.7.7 Configuration – VAV or CAV and Two-speed fan 

As a subset of the four fundamental system configuration categories described above, there are user-selectable 

options for Variable-Air-Volume (VAV) vs. Constant-Air-Volume (CAV), and a sub-option for using a two-speed fan in 

CAV packaged single-zone systems.  

 

• Variable air volume (VAV): Supply and Return Fan curves are enabled, and normal calculation of Min and 

Max airflow for zones is used throughout the System Parameters dialog. VAV options such as ‘dual-

maximum’ VAV control are enabled. 

• Constant air volume (CAV) system: Supply and Return Fan curves are disabled, and  zone Min airflows are 

set equal to zone Max airflows (excepting for DOAS systems—see below). 

In the case of DOAS systems (when either the ‘DOAS vent airflow’ or ‘DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV’ link is present) 

the CAV setting influences only the DOAS maximum primary airflow to zone. The inclusion of demand-controlled 

ventilation (DCV) for any one zone can override a system-level CAV setting, just for the zone with DCV. In other 

words, the DOAS minimum primary airflow to any given zone may be varied by DCV controls, if the link is present 

and that options is selected. The determination of terminal unit CAV vs. VAV for heating and cooling is handled by 

the ‘Terminal unit fan control (FCU or FPB)’ options setting.  

�  Two-speed fan: checkbox is enabled if either the ‘PSZ Cooling airflow CV/2sp/VAV’ or  ‘PSZ Heating airflow 

CV/2sp/VAV’  link is present. 

• The following system parameter links indicate a controller subject to these settings, and the settings apply 

to all zones in a given system network: 

� Cooling airflow VAV/CAV 

� Heating airflow VAV/CAV 

� PSZ Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV  

� PSZ Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

� FPB Primary airflow CAV/VAV 

� DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV (with noted exception for any zone wherein DCV is engaged) 

� Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV cool 

� Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV heat 

� Cooling-only sys airflow  

� Heating-only sys airflow 

• The ‘2-speed fan’ option applies only to the system-level control in Packaged Single-Zone systems  

• Active beam/induction units have a zone-level override for setting some zones to CAV on a VAV system (see 

below), but not the other way around (see below).   

• Constant, 2-speed, and variable fan operation for FCU (Fan-Coil Unit) and FPB (Fan-Powered Box) fans are 

set using the ‘Terminal unit fan control (FCU or FPB)’ selector on the last tab of the dialog.   

• The airflow controller links listed above are available only in independent controllers with sensor. So long as 

proportional control is enabled in the controller, VAV and CAV options are available.  

For VAV, 2-speed, and CV links, changing the configuration setting in the System Parameters dialog will change the 

values written to the controller, as described below: 

• Cooling airflow — All controls: Flow rate at max sensed signal = Cooling maximum primary airflow (see 

rules described in the info icon note for determining Cooling maximum primary airflow).  
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� CAV: Flow rate at min sensed signal AND Flow rate at max sensed signal = Cooling maximum 

primary airflow. 

• Heating airflow — VAV and 2-speed controls: Flow rate at min sensed signal = Heating maximum 

primary airflow (see Heating maximum primary airflow info icon note regarding rules for determining 

this value).  

� CAV: Flow rate at min sensed signal AND Flow rate at max sensed signal = Heating maximum 

primary airflow. 

o For controls with 2-speed option: Flow rates are same as described above for VAV Cooling and Heating.  

� If 2-speed, Proportional bandwidth in the controller is set to 0.1°F (small non-zero value). 

� If changed back to VAV, Proportional bandwidth in the controller is set back to default 2.0°F for 

ISM phase 1 (in phase 2, the “throttling range” setting will determine this value). 

o VAV: Proportional bandwidth in the controller is pre-set to 2.0 °F by default, but not via the link. This 

value will be user-adjustable for all controllers on the system via the “throttling range” setting in ISM 

phase 2 interface, but for phase 1 remains manually set at 2.0 °F and thus editable only via the 

controller dialogs and tabular edit view for those dialog. 

• IF Configuration = Single Zone Systems OR Packaged Terminal Units, the VAV/CAV setting 

is specific to the currently selected layer(s). When multiple layers with differing settings 

for this control are currently selected, both buttons remain active and both should are 

blue. Clicking VAV will make all currently selected layers VAV. Clicking CAV will make all 

currently selected layers CAV. 

• IF Configuration = Single Zone Systems AND supply fan Reference = S2: PRM Baseline 

Supply Fan (both with or without the “S2:”, which will be removed at some point), the 

current layer is switched from VAV to CAV as follows: 

� Autosized DX Cooling Coil cooling capacity > 110KBtu/h = VAV 

� Autosized DX Cooling Coil cooling capacity ≤ 110KBtu/h = CAV 

• The DOAS vent airflow link for time switch controllers simply uses the value for DOAS max primary airflow to 

zone, as this type of controller has no possibility of varying the flow rate. 

• When the DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV link is detected, the values to be written to the controllers will normally 

be the CAV (=DOAS max primary airflow to zone for both max AND min) unless there are DCV settings for a 

particular zone in the Ventilation tab. When DCV is enabled, the ventilations air to the zone varies between high 

and low values accordingly. In other words, the setting of Demand controlled ventilation on the Zones Ventilation 

& Exhaust tab takes precedence over the CAV default for any individual zone, as follows: 

o If no DCV for a zone (thus constant ventilation rate), set both Flow at min sensed signal and Flow at max 

sensed signal = MAX(“Zone ventilation max/total req” l/s (cfm) column, Exhaust – Transfer Airflow).  

o If DCV is enabled for any given zone (thus variable ventilation rate), flow at min sensed signal is set 

according to DCV options, as described in Ventilation tab section of this specification.  

• Active beam/induction unit controls 

o When Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV cool or the Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV heat link is detected: 

� The system-level control is for the system. When the system is CAV, all zones must be CAV. 

When the system is VAV, the zone default is VAV, but selected zones can be changed to CAV or 

from that back to VAV—but only via the Active beam or induction unit primary airflow control:   

[ CAV | VAV ▼] control in the lower part of the dialog). 

• Selecting CAV at the system level (here) disables the Active beam or induction unit 

primary airflow control:  [ CAV | VAV ▼] control on the last tab of the System Parameters 

UI, and sets that control to CAV for ALL zones. The user cannot change this for any zone. 
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• Selecting VAV at the system level (here) enables the Active beam or induction unit 

primary airflow control:  [ CAV | VAV ▼] control on the last tab of the System Parameters 

UI, and sets that control to VAV for ALL zones. The user can then selectively change some 

zones to CAV, leaving others at VAV for a system that has both. 

5.2.7.8 Current layer 

The ‘Current layer’ selector set the current display layer for viewing and editing. Setting this within the System 

Parameters dialog changes the same setting on the multiplex section of the ApacheHVAC toolbar.  

As with the editing of any multiplex components and controls, edits to the ‘Current layer’ will apply to additional 

layers is the ‘Layer edit mode’ is set to ‘All’ or ‘All selected’ (and other layers are selected). 

5.2.7.9 Zones Tabular Edit  

The ‘Zones Tabular Edit’ button opens that separate dialog for editing the full range of values in the System 

Parameters dialog in a user-configurable spreadsheet like format. 

5.2.7.10 Copy and Paste  

Copy and Paste buttons provide capability for copying data between systems or layers (zones), for example, by 

selecting a current layer, clicking Copy, then changing the current layer and clicking Paste. All unique values and 

settings on the copied tab will be pasted to the receiving tab.  

The Zones Tabular Edit dialog supports Copy (export) of all data with column headings for any given tab. After 

editing in a spreadsheet, revised data can be pasted back into this dialog, provided that the data columns are placed 

adjacent to each other and to the layer numbering column, which must be included in the copied selection, along 

with data and column headings. See sec 4.3 Import data to Zones Tabular Edit. 

5.2.7.11 Save, Assign, or Cancel  

There are four buttons for discarding or applying changes:  

• Cancel = discard changes and exit the dialog. 

• Save & Exit = save changes and exit the dialog. 

• Assign = assign changes to system components and controllers and stay in the dialog. If launched from the 

toolbar, this applies to the currently selected ‘System to edit’. 

• Assign & Exit = assign changes to components and controllers and exit the dialog.  

‘Assign & Exit’ is equivalent to the ‘OK’ button in most other ApacheHVAC dialogs and VE modules, but is more 

explicit with respect to applying values not yet applied. 
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5.3 Schedules tab – ISM phase 1 

 

For ISM phase 1, this tab provides a mirror of the schedule data in the System Schedules and Setpoints dialog for the set 

of HVAC profiles assigned to the system network to which this dialog is attached. This tab will provide active schedule 

inputs and editing of compact profiles for HVAC systems in ISM phase 2.  

The four automatically selected options under ‘HVAC operating strategy during extension periods and closed hours’ are a 

translation of the settings determined by the ‘Setback Strategy’ dropdown selector in the System Schedules and Setpoints 

dialog. These will be directly editable in ISM phase 2. The translation provided in phase 1 is a means of more gradually 

introducing the new terminology and dialog controls.   

5.3.1 Schedules & Setpoints… button  

The ‘Schedules & Setpoints…’ button opens the existing System Schedules & Setpoints dialog, just the same as the 

toolbar button, but without closing the System Parameters dialog. This will be removed in ISM phase 2. 
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5.4 System Parameters tab  

 

5.4.1 Outdoor air section  

5.4.1.1 Basis for system outside air requirement 

The ‘Basis for system minimum OA requirement’ is most often matched to that of all zones on the system (e.g., 

ASHRAE 62.1 in all cases); however, users are permitted to combine methods at zone and system levels, as is 

required in certain healthcare facilities and laboratories. This setting is disabled for single-zone systems. 

Options:  

• ASHRAE 62.1  

• Sum of zone OA requirements 

The default option is set in the ApacheHVAC Preferences dialog. 

5.4.1.2 System uncorrected OA req. (Vou) 

This is the system uncorrected outdoor air intake for ASHRAE 62.1 ventilation (for all zone layers using ASHRAE 62.1 

as the basis for zone ventilation), accounting for diversity  in zone occupancy,  but prior to the influence of the 

system ventilation efficiency (equivalent to the ventilation efficiency for the critical zone). This is disabled for single-

zone systems and when ‘Basis for system outside air requirement’ is other than ASHRAE 62.1. 

5.4.1.3 Ventilation design primary airflow (Vps) 

This is the ASHRAE 62.1 system primary airflow rate at the ventilation design condition analyzed (the sum of Vpz for 

all zone layers using ASHRAE 62.1 as the basis for zone ventilation). Because Vpz will differ for Cooling vs. Heating 

modes, Vps is calculated and displayed separately for each mode. This is disabled for single-zone systems and when 

‘Basis for system outside air requirement’ is other than ASHRAE 62.1. 
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5.4.1.4 System average outdoor air fraction (Xs)  

This is the ASHRAE 62.1 fraction of outdoor air, based on the uncorrected outdoor air intake (Vou) as a fraction of the 

System primary airflow (Vps) for the system air handler operating at the ventilation design condition analyzed. 

Because Vpz will differ for Cooling vs. Heating modes, and therefore Vps is calculated separately for each mode, Xs is 

also calculated and displayed separately for each mode. This is disabled for single-zone systems and when ‘Basis for 

system outside air requirement’ is other than ASHRAE 62.1. 

5.4.1.5 System ventilation efficiency (Ev)  

This is the ASHRAE 62.1 system ventilation efficiency, which is equivalent to the ventilation efficiency for the critical 

zone or zones on the system (the zone or zones having the lowest Evz value). This is disabled for single-zone systems 

and when ‘Basis for system outside air requirement’ is other than ASHRAE 62.1. 

5.4.1.6 System minimum outdoor intake (Vot) 

This is system minimum outdoor ventilation requirement before considering the possibility of a greater requirement 

for outside air to make up for total system exhaust airflow. 

When  ‘Basis for system outside air requirement’ is set to ‘Sum of zone OA requirement, this value is just that: the 

sum of the zone outside air requirements. Note that make-up air requirements will already be included in zone 

outside air requirements is the make-up air supplies to the zone is primary air rather than transfer air. 

When  ‘Basis for system outside air requirement’ is set to ASHRAE 62.1,  this is System uncorrected OA req. (Vou) 

divided by System ventilation efficiency (Ev).  

• If ‘100% outside air system’ box is checked on ‘System Parameters’ tab, System minimum outdoor intake 

(Vot) is equal to the sum of Voz for all zones (all multiplex layers) on the system. 

• If ‘Configuration’ at the top level of ‘System Parameters’ dialog is ‘Single-zone systems’ or ‘Packaged 

terminal units’, System minimum outdoor intake (Vot) = Zone outdoor airflow (Voz). In this case, the System 

Parameters tab is a zone-level tab, as there is one zone per system, and thus the values on this tab are 

specific to each zone (and multiplex layer).  

5.4.1.7 System exhaust airflow per zone requirements 

This is the total combined exhaust airflow for all zones on the system, and therefore the total requirement for make-

up air, regardless of whether this is primary air or transfer air at the zone level. This parameters will be a Zone value 

for the current display layer when Configuration = Single-zone systems or Packaged terminal units (system = 1 zone). 

5.4.1.8 System minimum outdoor intake (Vot / make-up) 

This is the greater of the values for ‘System minimum outdoor intake’ and ‘System exhaust airflow per zone 

requirements’. It is the minimum value that will be used in the outside air dampers with either the ‘Outside air min + 

econ’ or ‘Outside air fixed min’ damper component parameter links. This does not apply to dampers with “…variable 

min” or “…no min” links. 

5.4.1.9 ����  100% outside air system  

This checkbox sets behavior for a range of parameters relevant to 100% outside air systems vs. those with system 

system-level recirculation of return air.  

When any of the following four links are present—indicating the presence of an OA economizer damper set—this 

checkbox is unchecked:  “Outside air min + econ”; “Outside air no min econ”; “Outside air variable min”; “Outside 

air fixed min”; or “Return-air damper”. 

When none of the five links above is present—indicating a system with no damper for mixing outside air with 

recirculated air, and thus a 100% OA system—this box is automatically checked by default. It can be manually 

unchecked if, for example, a recirculating damper is added, but there is a desire to avoid using any of the links 

provided.   
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When “100% outside air system” is manually checked—overriding an automated default unchecked state that 

resulted from the presence of the links noted above—the value for “System minimum outdoor air intake, Vot/make-

up” is set to the greater of the values for ‘System minimum outdoor air intake (Vot)’,  ‘System exhaust airflow per 

zone requirements,’ and ‘System supply fan design flow rate, (Vpsd)’. This does not apply, however, when '100% 

outside air system' is automatically checked for DOAS systems that contain no economizer damper links. 

5.4.1.10 Total of zone minimum primary (OA) flow rates:  

The value displayed is the sum of ‘DOAS max primary airflow to zone’ for all zones on the system, as is displayed for 

each zone on the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab. If this sum is not greater-than-or-equal-to 

‘System exhaust airflow per zone requirements’ (the total of all zone-level exhaust air requirements on the system), 

this parameter is flagged as an error condition that must be addressed prior to running a loads analysis or 

simulation. 

To ensure adequate make-up air, the “Total of zone minimum primary (OA) flow rates” in any DOAS must be greater 

than or equal to the total “System exhaust airflow per zone requirements.” If this is flagged as insufficient (Error 

condition with red value for "Total of zone minimum primary (OA) flow rates"), ventilation rates for one or more 

zones must be increased until it is sufficient. For a DOAS with variable primary airflow rates, as with Demand-

Controlled Ventilation (DCV), the minimum flow rates to one or more zones must be increased until the total 

minimum make-up airflow on the system is sufficient. 

This parameter is enabled only when the 100% outside air system checkbox is checked and the DOAS max primary 

airflow to zone parameter on the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab is enabled (i.e., when one of 

the four DOAS or Active Beam links is present in at least one zone on the system). 

5.4.1.11 ����  Reset system min OA per zone VAV flow fractions to ensure %OA  

The checkbox is enabled and checked by default whenever either the OA min reset - zn VAV flow % link or OA min 

reset - Occupied zn VAV%  is present. The box can be manually un-checked to disable this control if needed.  

If OA min reset - Occupied zn VAV%  link is present AND ‘Min when unoccupied’  (DCV reduction to VozA) is checked 

on the  Zone Ventilation & Exhaust  tab for at least one zone, this checkbox is enabled and forced-checked.  

The checkbox is disabled if ‘Configuration’ is single-zone systems. 

5.4.1.12 ����  Outdoor air economizer dry-bulb temperature high limit:  

{Requires “OA econ target & DBT limit” link, else grey out. The link enables the checkbox, and checking the box enables the 
parameter, with default of 70 F, makes it  editable, and causes it to be applied to the controller, along with setting of the time switch 
profile, when the user clicks Assign. The time switch profile in the controller should be set to ON continuously when the option is 
engaged (box checked) and set to OFF continuously when the option is disengaged (box unchecked). Ticked by default when this 
link is present. On upgrade from legacy system, pick up value from cell E24 on Sys 5,7 tab (regardless of sys type).} 

5.4.1.13 ����  Outdoor air economizer dew-point temperature high limit)  

{Requires “OA econ DPT limit” link, else grey out. The link enables the checkbox, and checking the box enables the parameter, 
with default of 56 F, makes it  editable, and causes it to be applied to the controller On/Off Setpoint when the user clicks Assign (or 
upon auto-assign). Leave time switch profile in the “OA econ DPT limit” controller set to ON continuously (as it is when loaded as 
part of HVAC library prototype system), do not change the time switch profile when the box is unchecked.} 

5.4.1.14 ����  Outdoor air economizer differential enthalpy limit 

{req. “OA econ diff enthalpy” link, else grey out} 

(Permits economizer operation when OA enthalpy is less than RA enthalpy by at least this value. Enter positive number.}  

5.4.1.15 ����  Outdoor air pre-heat coil LAT or AHU minimum EAT 

{greyed out if “Pre-heat coil–AHU min EAT” link not present; checked box causes the time switch profile in the linked controller to 
be changed upon Assign to ON continuously; unchecked box causes the time switch profile in the linked controller to be changed 
upon Assign to OFF continuously.} 
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5.4.1.16 ����  Energy recovery preconditioning of outside air       

Options: 

• Bypass for system sizing (default)  

• ON for system sizing 

Enabling energy recovery for preconditioning of outside air in any prototype system with energy recovery will also 

enable an additional fan component to account for the additional pressure drop and thus added fan energy required 

at the system supply fan when the intake air is flowing through the ER device (i.e., whenever the ER is not bypassed). 

The fan and motor efficiency values in this additional fan component on the ER path should be set to match those in 

the system Supply Fan component. The default 1” static pressure value should be adjusted to represent just the 

added pressure associated with the particular ER device being modeled.  

‘Energy recovery preconditioning of outside air’ and the 3 inputs below are greyed out if “Energy recovery 

HX/wheel” link is not present. 

5.4.1.17 Sensible heat effectiveness:  [     ] % 

This is the ‘Sensible heat effectiveness (%)’ input for the air-to-air heat/enthalpy exchanger component with ‘Energy 

recovery HX/wheel’ link. 

5.4.1.18 Latent heat effectiveness:  [     ] % 

This is the ‘Latent heat effectiveness (%)’ input for the air-to-air heat/enthalpy exchanger component with ‘Energy 

recovery HX/wheel’ link. 

5.4.1.19 Power for wheel, pump, etc.:  [     ] kW  

This is the ‘Motor or pump power (kW)’ input for the air-to-air heat/enthalpy exchanger component with ‘Energy 

recovery HX/wheel’ link. 

5.4.1.20 ����   Exhaust air (in addition to RA) is available for energy recovery  

When the “EA% available to ER” link is present, this checkbox determines whether separately exhausted air (i.e., via 

separate exhaust fan or fans) is added to the general exhaust from the system air handler upstream of the airside 

energy recovery device or is otherwise separately discharged and not available for energy recovery. 

5.4.2 Primary air section 

5.4.2.1 System supply fan design flow rate (Vpsd) 

This editable autosized value is the design flow rate used in the Supply Air (SA) Fan component dialog. Prior to 

system-level autosizing, it is derived as the sum of the maximum primary airflow values in the System Parameters 

dialog for all zones on the system. When autosized, the autosized l/s (cfm) value for the SA Fan Component (with 

system parameter link “Supply fan”) is displayed in the first of the two fields, and this is divided by total floor area 

for all zones served by the associated HVAC network to obtain the l/s-m2 (cfm/ft2) value for the second field. If 

manually edited, the edited value is retained until the next autosizing update. Overwriting the edited value by the 

autosizing operation can be prevented by the checkbox below. 

5.4.2.2 ����  Override SA fan autosizing with user-edited value  

When ticked, this maintains the initially derived or manually set value for ‘System supply fan design flow rate 

(Vpsd)’—i.e., that value will not be overwritten by autosizing. Checking this box also disables the derivation of the 

System supply fan design flow rate as the sum of the maximum primary airflows for all zones on the system to avoid 

a circular reference. 

This differs from unchecking the ‘Autosize’ box in the SA Fan component prevents, which prevents overwriting of the 

Design flow rate’ value just within that component dialog. 
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Note: When override SA fan autosizing is checked, the editable System supply fan design flow rate above this will no 

longer be revised by autosizing. In all cases, ASHRAE 62.1 calculations will use the value here to represent the 

highest expected system primary airflow (Vps) at the design condition, which is the basis for determining the 

average outdoor air fraction (Xs). 

5.4.2.3 Autosized SA fan max flow rate for reference 

This value is for reference only and remains uneditable and autosized, regardless of the checkbox for ‘Override SA 

fan autosizing with user-edited value’ or edits to ‘System supply fan design flow rate (Vpsd)’.  

5.4.2.4 System supply fan minimum flow 

This is the minimum flow fraction (% of maximum design flow) permitted for the system when the system fan is 

engaged for intermittent off-hours operation—e.g., assuming the SA fan has a minimum feasible flow rate when just 

one or a few zones on the system requires heating via system airflow during unoccupied hours. This requires “Min 

fan airflow” link and is disabled for single-zone systems. 

5.4.2.5 90.1 PRM Baseline System Pressure Drop Adjustment  

This is enabled only for 90.1 PRM Baseline systems. It is editable here and via the PRM Navigator.  

5.4.2.6 System min SAT for space cooling & vent tempering 

‘System min SAT’ is the cooling coil minimum leaving air temperature (LAT) for space cooling and ventilation air 

tempering, as well as the system AHU heating coil minimum LAT.  

If ‘System cooling coil min LAT for dehumidification’ is set less than ‘System min SAT’, demand for dehumidification 

will be permitted to drive the cooling coil LAT below min SAT, forcing reheat; however, demand for space cooling will 

not be permitted to do so. 

This parameter is enabled if any one of the following parameter links is present:  

• Cooling coil – AHU cool LAT 

• Heating coil – AHU min SAT 

• Heating coil – min SAT w reset 

• Cooling coil – full cooling LAT band 

• Cooling coil – full h/c LAT band 

• Heating coil – full h/c LAT band  

• Cooling coil – AHU dehum LAT 

• Cool coil – AHU extend dehum LAT 

• Cooling coil – AHU supply air DPT 

• ER target – PSZ heat-cool  

• ER bypass temp target – PSZ   

• OA econ target & DBT limit  

5.4.2.7 System SAT reset (above min SAT) 

This is the maximum delta-T for system supply air temperature reset relative to the value for ‘System min SAT for 

space cooling & vent tempering’. Note that this is the maximum reset value for the air leaving the air-handling unit; 

however, the cooling coil LAT may be lower than the min SAT for dehumidification, as permitted by the ‘System 

cooling coil min LAT for dehumidification’ input below.  

This parameter is enabled if any one of the following parameter links is present (differences in values as noted):  

• Cooling coil – AHU cool LAT (Sys min SAT for space cooling... + SAT reset degrees above sys min SAT) 

• Cooling coil – AHU dehum LAT (Sys min SAT for space cooling... + SAT reset degrees above sys min SAT) 
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• Cool coil – AHU extend dehum LAT (Sys min SAT space cooling..+ (SAT reset deg above sys min SAT +5 °F) 

• Cooling coil – AHU dehum LAT (Sys min SAT for space cooling... + SAT reset degrees above sys min SAT) 

• Cooling coil – DOAS tempering (DOAS ventilation air tempering max SAT + SAT reset degrees above min SAT) 

• Cooling coil – DOAS dehum (DOAS ventilation air tempering max SAT + SAT reset degrees above min SAT) 

• Energy recovery bypass (Sys min SAT for space cooling... + SAT reset degrees above sys min SAT) 

• Energy recovery HX/wheel (Sys min SAT for space cooling... + SAT reset degrees above sys min SAT) 

5.4.2.8 System cooling coil min LAT for dehumidification 

‘System cooling coil min LAT for dehumidification’ is a secondary LAT setpoint for the system cooling coil that applies 

only in the case of system or zone demand for dehumidification. If it is set to a temperature less than ‘System min 

SAT’, demand for dehumidification will be permitted to drive the cooling coil LAT below the min SAT, forcing reheat; 

however, demand for space cooling will not be permitted to do so. 

Standard default = 50.0 °F; default = 60 °F if “Heating coil – DOAS tempering” link is present.  

This parameter is enabled if any of the following links is present: 

• Cooling coil – AHU dehum LAT 

• Cool coil – AHU extend dehum LAT (linked value = System cooling coil min LAT for dehumidification -5 °F) 

• Cooling coil – AHU supply air DPT 

• Cooling coil – DOAS dehum   

• Cooling coil – full dehum LAT band 

• Cooling coil – full h/c/dehum LAT 

5.4.2.9 Heating mode max SAT 

Enabled for “Heating coil – min SAT w reset” or “Heating coil – full heating LAT band” links. 

5.4.2.10 DOAS ventilation air tempering min SAT 

Enabled if “Heating coil – DOAS tempering” link is present; Default = 60 F. 

Used in calculation of “DOAS ventilation contribution to cooling load (+/-)”, except with Active Beam link, which can 

use either “System min SAT for space cooling & vent tempering,” or this parameter as the supply temperature, 

whichever is enabled by controller links. 

5.4.2.11 DOAS ventilation air tempering max SAT (subject to SAT reset)  

Enabled if “Cooling coil – DOAS tempering” link is present; Default = 60 F. 

This is used in calculation of “DOAS ventilation contribution to heating load (+/-)”, except with Active Beam link, 

which can use either this parameter OR “System min SAT for space cooling & vent tempering,” whichever is enabled 

by controller links.  

If the system is a DOAS (per ventilation controller links), the “DOAS ventilation air tempering min SAT” and “DOAS 

ventilation air tempering max SAT” will be enabled and take the place of the dual functions of the “System min SAT 

for space cooling & vent tempering” parameter, as well as the “Heating mode max SAT” above. This provide a simple 

pair of min and max values for tempered ventilation air leaving the DOAS AHU with default values typical of this 

system type.  

The DOAS AHU heating coil should still, however, be located downstream of the cooling coil to provide reheat (or a 

heat pipe or heat recovery device should be provided for this purpose) whenever “System cooling coil min LAT for 

dehumidification” is set to a value less than the “DOAS ventilation air tempering min SAT”, as the lower minimum 

will permit demand for dehumidification to drive the cooling coil LAT to a temperature below the min SAT for 

tempered ventilation air.   
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5.4.2.12 ����   System supply air dew-point temperature high limit 

This allow entering and enforcing a value for the maximum dew-point temperature leaving the system air handler 

(or wherever the sensor is placed) with the appropriate cooling coil controller link present. Enabled if either Cooling 

coil – AHU supply air DPT (Independent Controller with Sensor) link or Cooling coil – coil leaving DPT (Independent 

Time Switch) link is present. Both of these links use the value for this parameter. Checked by default when enabled. 

5.4.2.13 ����  System supply air relative humidity low limit for humidification 

This allow entering and enforcing a value for the minimum system supply air relative humidity leaving the system air 

handler (or wherever the sensor is placed) with the appropriately linked spray chamber or seam humidifier 

controller. Enabled if either Evap/spray humid per SA RH or Steam humid per SA RH link present; un-checked by 

default. 

5.4.2.14 Cooling coil type  

Sets this parameter in coil dialog. Enabled if “AHU cooling coil” link is present. Options are the same as those in the 

coil dialog. 

5.4.2.15 Cooling source or loop  

Sets this parameter in coil dialog. Enabled if “AHU cooling coil” link is present. Options are the same as in options in 

the coil dialog. 

5.4.2.16 Chilled water loop circuit  

Sets this parameter in coil dialog. Enabled if “AHU cooling coil” link is present. Options are the same as in options in 

the coil dialog. 

5.4.2.17 Heating coil type  

Sets this parameter in coil dialog. Enabled if “AHU heating coil” link is present. Options are the same as in options in 

the coil dialog. 

5.4.2.18 Heat source or loop  

Sets this parameter in coil dialog. Enabled if “AHU heating coil” link is present. Options are the same as in options in 

the coil dialog. 

5.4.2.19 ����  Indirect evaporative cooling     

Checking this box changes the linked controller time switch profile from “OFF cont.” to “ON cont.”; enabled if 

“Indirect-evap cooling” link is present; checked by default when link is present. 

5.4.2.20 Humidification Efficiency  

Enable, independent of Indirect evaporative cooling checkbox above being enabled, as Spray Efficiency input to 

Spray Chamber when “Indirect-evap/spray” component link is present; default = 85%. 

5.4.2.21 ����  Direct evaporative cooling    

Checking this box changes controller time switch profile from “OFF cont.” to “ON cont.”; enabled if “Direct-evap 

cooling” link is present; checked by default when link is present. 

5.4.2.22 Humidification Efficiency 

Enabled as Spray Efficiency input to Spray Chamber component when “Direct-evap/spray” or Steam humidifier 

component link is present, default = 85%. 
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5.5 Zone Temperature, Humidity, & Equipment tab  

 

5.5.1 Temperature setpoints  

5.5.1.1 Setpoints and HVAC profile set assigned to this system:   

For ISM phase 1, the Setpoints displayed are an uneditable copy of settings in the System Schedules and Setpoints 

dialog. The relevant setpoints are taken from the Mon-Fri profile, and as a proxy for occupied hours, selected the 

based upon the following criteria: 

• For XXXX SYS_Cooling Setpoint, the Minimum value in the profile (lowest cooling setpoint will occur during 

occupied hours). 

• For XXXX SYS_Heating Setpoint, the Maximum value in the profile (highest heating setpoint will occur 

during occupied hours).  

The profile name displayed is the HVAC profile set assigned to the system—e.g., SYS_Cooling Setpoint.  

Profile names displayed here are from one of two possible sources: 

• The default profiles (SYS_Cooling Setpoint and SYS_Heating Setpoint) with which all other HVAC profiles are 

coordinated for any HVAC network loaded form the HVAC Systems Library;  

• A different pair of heating and cooling setpoint profiles that have subsequently been defined by and 

assigned to the HVAC network by the use of the System Schedules and Setpoints dialog, such that they are 

also coordinated with a full set of HVAC profiles sharing the same user-added prefix.  

If other profiles are manually assigned to any or all components and controllers, which is permissible, these profiles 

will be ignored. 
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5.5.1.2 Setpoints assigned to this room/zone in the model (referenced in Room Data) 

     
↔

   

The display of “Constant” or “Profile” and Room Data setpoints vs. profile name reflects the HVAC profile set 

assigned in Room Data. The setpoints above are firstly taken from Room Data, then (for ISM phase 1) edited via the 

System Schedules and Setpoints dialog, wherein new named setpoint profiles can be set up. 

5.5.1.3 Thermal Template 

This is the name of thermal template assigned to principal room on current layer. It is for information only. 

5.5.1.4 Schedules & Setpoints… button  

The ‘Schedules & Setpoints…’ button opens the System Schedules & Setpoints dialog, just the same as the toolbar 

button, but without closing the System Parameters dialog. This will be removed in ISM phase 2. 

5.5.2 Humidity control and setpoints  

5.5.2.1 Dehumidification    

Options: 

• per system-level dry-bulb or dew-point control only  

• system supply air conditioned per zone RH sensors  

The “system supply air conditioned per zone RH sensors” option is enabled and set it as the default if Cooling coil – 

AHU dehum LAT, Cool coil – AHU extend dehum LAT, Cooling coil – full dehum LAT band, or Cooling coil – full 

h/c/dehum LAT link is present in the system frame, otherwise, the first option is the only possibility. If one of these 

links is present, and the setting is then changed to “per system-level dry-bulb or dew-point control only”,  the Time 

Switch Profile in a controller with one of these links is set to “OFF continuously”, and set back to “ON continuously” 

if the user subsequently changes to the drop-down setting to “system supply air conditioned per zone RH sensors”. 

5.5.2.2 Zone RH high limit 

Enabled and editable when Dehumidification drop-down above is enabled AND set to “system supply air 

conditioned per zone RH sensors”; default = max % RH from Room Data, else 60%. For all links, the default 

proportional bandwidth is 10%, thus the controller Midband is set to ‘Zone RH high limit’ - 5%. 

5.5.2.3 ����  Use zone RH high limit only when outside-air ventilation is engaged    

Enabled when Dehumidification drop-down above is enabled AND set to “system supply air conditioned per zone 

RH sensors”; checked by default. When Dehumidification is set to “system supply air conditioned per zone RH 

sensors” AND this box is checked, the linked controller Time Switch profile is set to HVAC EP1 - Economizer 

(Timeswitch: Sys 3--8). 

5.5.2.4 ����  Force cooling design airflow to be sufficient to address latent load  

A supply airflow requirement will be calculated using the zone latent load shown on the Zone Loads & Supply 

Airflows tab and the zone relative humidity and dry-bulb temperature setpoints on this tab to determine the room 

humidity ratio, plus the System cooling coil min LAT for dehumidification on the System Parameters tab to 

determine the supply air humidity ratio (assuming saturated air at 100% RH leaving the cooling coil at the min LAT). 

The required airflow to meet the latent load is then determined by the latent load divided by the absolute humidity 

difference between the room and supply air. 

If the airflow required to address the latent load is greater than that required to address the sensible load, the 

Cooling design max airflow will be set to the larger of the two calculated airflows when this check box is ticked.  

This check box is linked to a duplicate of the same parameter on the Zone Loads & Supply Airflows tab.   
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5.5.2.5 Zone RH high limit for Direct Evap Cooling 

Enabled if Zone RH high-limit for DEC link is present; assuming a 4% Deadband, the linked dependent controller 

Setpoint = ‘Zone RH high limit’ + 2%. 

5.5.2.6 Humidification:   

Options: 

• per system-level min RH control only (if included)  

• system supply air humidified per zone RH sensors 

Enabled and set by default to “system supply air humidified per zone RH sensors” option if Evap/spray humid per 

Zn RH or Steam humid per Zn RH link is present, otherwise the first option is the only possibility; If one of these links 

is present, but the user changes to setting to “per system-level RH control only…”,  the Time Switch Profile in the 

linked controller is set to “OFF continuously,” and is set back to “ON continuously” if the user changes to the setting 

to “system supply air humidified per zone RH sensors.” 

5.5.2.7 Zone RH low limit 

The Zone RH low limit input below applies only when humidification of system air is controlled according to zone-

level sensors; thus setting the drop-down selector here to “per system-level min RH control only (if included)” simply 

disables the feedback from the currently selected zone(s). Any zone without a set RH low limit will still receive 

system-level humidification that is either controlled according to sensors in other zones on the same system or is 

controlled only according to the minimum RH of the system supply air.  

System-level settings for control of system supply air minimum RH (requiring appropriate time switch controller with 

RH parameter link and controlled humidification source) are located on the System Parameters tab. 

Enabled with default of 20% if Evap/spray humid per Zn RH or Steam humid per Zn RH link is present AND 

Humidification is set to “system supply air humidified per zone RH sensors” 

5.5.3 Zone cooling equipment 

5.5.3.1 Coil type 

Sets this parameter in coil dialog for a zone-level cooling coil. Enabled if “FCU/act-beam cool coil” or “PTAC/PTHP 

cooling coil” link is present. Options are the same as those in the coil dialog. 

5.5.3.2 Cooling source or loop 

Sets this parameter in coil dialog for a zone-level cooling coil. Enabled if “FCU/act-beam cool coil” or “PTAC/PTHP 

cooling coil” link is present. Options are the same as those in the coil dialog, consistent option selected above for 

coil type. 

5.5.3.3 Chilled water loop circuit  

Sets this parameter in coil dialog for a zone-level cooling coil. Enabled if “FCU/act-beam cool coil” or “PTAC/PTHP 

cooling coil” link is present. Options are the same as those in the coil dialog, consistent option selected above for 

‘Cooling source or loop’. 

5.5.3.4 ���� Use system cooling plant selection to set terminal units and equip. 

Options for ‘Coil type’, ‘Cooling source or loop’, and ‘Chilled water loop circuit’ above will be set consistent with the 

system-level coil for the air-handling unit, as given on the ‘System Parameters’ tab. 

5.5.3.5 Cooling coil leaving air temperature 

� Use zone Cooling design supply air temperature  
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When this box is checked, as it is by default, the otherwise editable field for ‘Cooling coil leaving air temperature’ is a 

copy of the value for ‘Cooling design supply air temperature’ on the Zone Loads & Supply Airflows tab. 

For packaged single-zone systems and packaged terminal units, zone equipment parameters are included under 

‘Primary air section’ on the ‘System Parameters’ tab. 

5.5.4 Zone heating equipment 

5.5.4.1 Coil type 

Sets this parameter in coil dialog for a zone-level heating coil. Enabled if “FCU/act-beam heat coil” or “PTAC/PTHP 

heating coil” link is present. Options are the same as those in the coil dialog. 

5.5.4.2 Heating source or loop 

Sets this parameter in coil dialog for a zone-level heating coil. Enabled if “FCU/act-beam heat coil” or “PTAC/PTHP 

heating coil” link is present. Options are the same as those in the coil dialog, consistent option selected above for 

coil type. 

5.5.4.3 Hot water loop circuit  

Sets this parameter in coil dialog for a zone-level heating coil. Enabled if “FCU/act-beam heat coil” or “PTAC/PTHP 

heating coil” link is present. Options are the same as those in the coil dialog, consistent option selected above for 

‘Heating source or loop’. 

5.5.4.4 ���� Use system cooling plant selection to set terminal units and equip. 

Options for ‘Coil type’, ‘Heating source or loop’, and ‘Hot water loop circuit’ above will be set consistent with the 

system-level coil for the air-handling unit, as given on the ‘System Parameters’ tab. 

5.5.4.5 Heating coil leaving air temperature 

� Use zone Heating design supply air temperature  

When this box is checked, as it is by default, the otherwise editable field for ‘Heating coil leaving air temperature’ is 

a copy of the value for ‘Heating design supply air temperature’ on the Zone Loads & Supply Airflows tab. 

For packaged single-zone systems and packaged terminal units, zone equipment parameters are included under 

‘Primary air section’ on the ‘System Parameters’ tab. 
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5.6  Zone Ventilation & Exhaust tab 

 

5.6.1 Outdoor air ventilation 

5.6.1.1 Basis for zone outside air requirement 

Options: ASHRAE 62.1, OA requirement, ASHRAE 170, Maximum, or Sum 

The default ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement’ can be set in ApacheHVAC Preferences > Integrated System 

Management > Default Parameters.  

• If ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement’ is set to ASHRAE 62.1, the ASHRAE 62.1 Appendix A zone-level 

ventilation parameters described below are enabled, as well as the optional ‘Outdoor air-change requirement’ 

parameter. 

• If ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement’ is ‘ASHRAE 170’, ‘Maximum’, or ‘Sum’, the A170 category selector 

and functionality are enabled. 

• If ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement’ is “Maximum”, all parameters on the dialog are enabled, and the 

zone will use the greatest ventilation rate of those determined by all options and methods the user has 

engaged. 

• If ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement’ is set to “Sum”, all parameters on the dialog are enabled, and the 

zone will use the sum of all ventilation rates specified/determined by all options and methods the user has 

engaged. 

5.6.1.2 ���� Outdoor air-change requirement   
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Options: Linked values (default), Maximum, or Sum 

Drop-down selection of Linked values, Maximum, or Sum determines how the volume flow rate value at the end of 

the first line will be derived from the editable values on the second line. Linked = same behavior as in Room Data. 

The resulting derived l/s value overrides other ventilation calcs, if greater, and feeds into the calculation of either 

Maximum or Sum when these options are selected for ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement’.  

5.6.1.3 Zone outdoor airflow requirement  

If ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement’ is set to anything other than ASHRAE 62.1, the two lines in ‘Outdoor air-

change requirement’ above are modified as follows: 

a) Label revised from ‘Outdoor air-change requirement’ to ‘Zone outdoor airflow requirement’; 

b) Checkbox is remove and the parameter is enabled; 

c) Initial value is from Room Data ‘System outside air supply’; magenta color text is used to indicate values 

from Room Data vs. user edited.  

The resulting labeling and default condition are shown below: 

  

Options: Linked values (default), Maximum, or Sum 

Drop-down selection of Linked values, Maximum, or Sum determines how the volume flow rate value at the end of 

the first line will be derived from the editable values on the second line. Linked = same behavior as in Room Data. 

Revise input fields and labeling per SI/IP units mode (units for each field are otherwise fixed). The resulting derived 

l/s value overrides other ventilation calcs, if greater, and feeds into the calculation of either Maximum or Sum when 

these options are selected for ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement’. 

5.6.1.4 ���� Outdoor air percentage requirement (min % of air to zone)  

This sets the OA flow rate as a percentage of the Maximum primary airflow to the zone; Any ventilation percentage 

entered here overrides other ventilation calculations if the derived flow rate is greater.  

△△△△    Engaging “Outdoor air percentage requirement (min % of air to zone)” will cause all three “Force … max 

airflow at least equal to ventilation rate” parameters on the last two tabs of this dialog to be automatically 

disengaged, as these are mutually exclusive features. 

△△△△    Engaging any one of the three “Force … max airflow at least equal to ventilation rate” parameters will 

automatically disengage “Outdoor air percentage requirement (min % of air to zone)” on the  Zone 

Ventilation & Exhaust tab of this dialog, as these are mutually exclusive features. 

5.6.1.5 ASHRAE 62.1 Appendix A zone-level ventilation parameters 

If ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement” is set to ‘ASHRAE 62.1’ (or ‘Maximum’), the following set of ASHRAE 62.1 

parameter is enabled. 
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5.6.1.5.1 ASHRAE 62.1 occupancy category  

ASHRAE 62.1-[ YEAR ▼]  occupancy category [         ▼] {ASHRAE 62.1 Table 6-1 to set Rp and Ra} 

5.6.1.5.2 Ventilation coefficients 

Rp [       ] l/(s.pers)          Ra [       ] l/(s.m
2
) {uneditable; derived from 62.1 occupancy category; use IP units where 

appropriate; moved up from below, as these are set by category}  

5.6.1.5.3 ���� Use 62.1 default occupancy 

[       ] people/100m
2
        Pz: [       ] people {Value for Pz is derived from 62.1 default for people/1,000 ft

2
 when box is 

checked to use that default; when the 62.1 default is not used, Pz becomes editable, and defaults to the value from 

Room Data (magenta value), which can be overridden by a user edit to the value for Pz.} 

5.6.1.5.4 Occupant diversity  

Options: Room Data diversity factors (default), Specify independently, A62.1 Time Averaging  

[         ] {value; if ‘Room Data...’ derived & uneditable, used only in calculating Ps; if ‘Specify ind...’ editable, 

default=1.00; range=(0.01, 1), used only in calculating Ps; if ‘A62.1 Time Averaging’ editable and used both in 

calculating Ps and in conjunction with Pz in the calculation of Vbz (OA required at Breathing zone).} 

Occupant diversity values specifically entered either in Room Data or zone Thermal Templates for building 

simulation are ignored in calculating zone ventilation requirements, but determine the number of occupants in each 

zone when summing these to derive the total System Population (Ps). “Specify independently” allows the user to 

enter a zone diversity factor to refine this input to the total System Population (Ps).  

Selecting “A62.1 Time Averaging” provides an editable Occupant diversity factor—the time-weighted average 

population fraction allowed by 62.1-2010—by which the A62.1 Zone design occupancy (Pz) will be multiplied as 

input to the calculation of Breathing zone OA (Vbz). 

5.6.1.5.5 Breathing zone OA (Vbz) 

[       ] l/s     [       ] l/s.m
2
 {derived per A62.1 calculation requirements; uneditable. Vbz is the last zone-level 62.1 

parameter calculated independent of cooling vs. heating mode. The remaining zone-level 62.1 parameters—through 

Evz—are calculated separately (in parallel) for cooling vs. heating modes.} 

5.6.1.5.6 ASHRAE 62.1 Distribution effectiveness, airflow, and OA fraction (sub-tab) 
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5.6.1.6 ASHRAE 62.1 App. A zone-level parameters for Cooling mode 

5.6.1.6.1 Air distribution effectiveness (Ez) 

 [      ] {default=1.0 for templates; range=(0.1, 2.0)} {parameter label is a button that displays a pop-up table of 62.1 

Ez values, labeled “Table 6-2 Zone Air Distribution Effectiveness”} 

The Air Distribution Effectiveness (Ez) value entered for Cooling mode will be used to calculate the Zone outdoor 

airflow requirements (Voz), and therefore the OA fraction (Zp) at the cooling mode ventilation design condition (i.e., 

with appropriate percentage of design primary airflow, Ds). This is then used to calculate the cooling mode Zone 

ventilation efficiency (Evz), which is the basis for determining if a particular zone in cooling mode is the Critical Zone 

for the system (see ASHRAE 62.1 Appendix A).   

5.6.1.6.2 Zone outdoor airflow (Voz)  

[       ] l/s     [       ] l/s.m2 {derived per A62.1 calculation requirements; uneditable.} 

5.6.1.7 Zone primary airflow, Vpz  

[       ] l/s     

5.6.1.8 OA fraction, Zp  

[       ] {derived per A62.1 calculation requirements; uneditable.} 

5.6.1.9 Percentage of max primary air flow for 62.1, Ds 

� Override [       ] % {Optional user input; The override box is unchecked by default; When Override is checked, the 

value for Ds is editable. When Override is unchecked, the field will display the effective % turndown otherwise 

used by virtue of Vpz referencing the value for Min primary airflow.  

When Ds Override box is unchecked: 

Effective % turndown, Ds = Minimum primary airflow / IF(DOAS max primary airflow > 0, DOAS max primary 

airflow to zone, MAX(Cooling maximum primary airflow, Heating maximum primary airflow). 

 

When Ds Override box is checked, the Ds parameter field is editable. 

 

See A62.1 requirements for Vpz regarding use of edited Ds parameter in calculating Vpz when the Ds edit box is checked.} 

� Info button note:  This percentage determines the value for Vpz. For VAV systems, Vpz is the “lowest zone primary airflow 
value expected at the design condition analyzed.” The ventilation design condition is normally the mode (heating or cooling) with the 
lowest primary airflow rate with either design occupancy or 62.1 time-averaged occupancy, and thus the mode with the highest 
required OA fraction at the design ventilation condition. The percentage of design primary airflow, Ds, must be consistent with this 
occupancy, but not necessarily min or max load (e.g., the “lowest zone primary airflow value expected” for the ventilation design 
case might be 65% of the design max airflow). This feature allows setting a VAV turndown specific to the A62.1 ventilation design 
condition, which will tend to vary by space type and usage. This value is essential only for the "critical zone" in each system---the 
zone or zones having the lowest ventilation efficiency value (Evz). 

5.6.1.9.1 Zone ventilation efficiency (Evz) 

[       ] {derived per A62.1 calculation requirements; uneditable; disabled when Configuration = “Single zone systems” or 

“Packaged terminal units”. 

 This parameter is highlighted in dark yellow here and in the Zones Tabular Edit dialog for the zone or zones 

having the lowest Zone ventilation efficiency, Evz, value(s) on the system in either cooling or heating mode. This 
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indicates which zone(s) on the system require the highest OA fraction of zone ventilation-design primary airflow, and 

thus determines the Critical Zone in the ASHRAE 62.1 system outside air calculation. 

5.6.1.10 ASHRAE 62.1 App. A zone-level parameters for Heating mode 

The 62.1 zone-level parameters Heating mode section is a duplicate of the Cooling mode section above. The results 

of these calcs differ only because the default or user entered Ez parameters, primary airflows, and Ds parameters 

may differ between operating modes. 

5.6.1.10.1 ASHRAE 62.1 Local recirculation (sub-tab) 

  

Note that ASHRAE 62.1 Local recirculation calculations do not generally apply to fan-coil units and similar fan-

powered terminal units in the context of dedicated outdoor air systems (DOAS), and thus the ApacheHVAC default 

for DOAS is to exclude this section of 62.1. If, however, a fan-powered terminal unit draws  a significant fraction of 

air for recirculation either from a common return/exhaust air plenum or from a space that is over ventilated relative 

to 62.1 requirements, the 62.1 Local recirculation calculations may be applicable even if it is served by a DOAS. 

5.6.1.10.2 ASHRAE 62.1 Local recirculation for Cooling mode 

5.6.1.10.3 Discharge airflow (Vdz) 

{derived per A62.1 calculation requirements; uneditable.} 

5.6.1.10.4 OA fraction (Zd) 

{derived per A62.1 calculation requirements; uneditable.} 

5.6.1.10.5 Zone primary air fraction of total discharge airflow (Ep) 

{derived per A62.1 calculation requirements; uneditable.} 

5.6.1.10.6 System fraction (fully mixed) of zone recirculated air (Er) 

{optional user input; see A62.1 requirements.} 

5.6.1.10.7 ASHRAE 62.1 Local recirculation for Heating mode 

The 62.1 Local recirculation parameters for Heating mode are a duplicate of the Cooling parameters above. The 

results of these calcs differ because local recirculation may be used only in either cooling or, more often, heating. 

Even when there is local recirculation for both modes (and the system is not a DOAS), and because the values for  

may differ between operating modes. 

5.6.1.11 Ventilation requirement   
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The bottom of on the left side of the  Zone Ventilation & Exhaust tab includes three related parameters on one line: 

• Ventilation req. is the Zone ventilation overall requirement accounting for all settings (see above and make-up 

air options).  

• Increase % can be edited as a zone-level parameter and its influence on the resulting Max req. parameter can 

be seen here. 

• Max req. is the Ventilation req. after accounting for the Increase %, and is the same as the l/s (cfm) value for 

Zone ventilation max/total req. on the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab. 

Ventilation req: [       ]  Derived zone value for use in system-level calculations in keeping with the setting for ‘Basis of 

zone outdoor air requirement’ and other active settings:  

• When set to ‘ASHRAE 62.1’, ‘OA requirement’, or ‘ASHRAE 170’, display the calculated or user-input zone value 

from just the one of these three methods that is selected (the other two should be disabled);  

• When engaged, the ‘Outdoor air-change req.’ and/or ‘Outdoor air percentage requirement (min % of air to 

zone)’ parameters always have the ability to force this value higher, as if the ‘Basis of zone outdoor air 

requirement’ were set to ‘Maximum’. 

• The calculated ventilation rate value for this parameter can be forced to be at least equal to the exhaust rate if 

the check box to ‘Force zone outside-air ventilation requirement ≥ exhaust rate’ is checked. 

• When set to ‘Maximum’, this field should display the maximum of all calculated or user-input values for zone 

outside air ventilation (all methods will be enabled, but the user does not need to set all of them);  

• When set to ‘Sum’, add up all of the calculated or user-input values for zone outside air ventilation (all 

methods will be enabled, but the user does not need to set all of them) and display the sum total here. For 

example, the user could enter requirements based upon number of occupants and zone floor area; this option 

would add the two resulting values. 

• When ASHRAE 62.1 calculations are active: 

o ‘ASHRAE 62.1’ – use the greater of the two values for Cooling vs. Heating mode Zone outdoor airflow 

Voz; 

o ‘Maximum’ – use the greater of the two values for Cooling vs. Heating mode Zone outdoor airflow Voz as 

well as any other relevant/active settings, such as ‘Outdoor air-change req.’ or ‘Outdoor air percentage 

requirement (min % of air to zone)’. 

o ‘Sum of specified requirements’ – add only the greater of the Cooling vs. Heating mode Zone outdoor 

airflow Voz to the other relevant/active settings (i.e., do not add both heating and cooling values when 

using this option). 

• When DCV is enabled , see  Demand-controlled ventilation (DCV) section below. 

5.6.1.12 Increase  

[        ] %  {Increases zone Ventilation req. by the user-entered percentage and reports the product as  Max req. on 

this tab and “Zone ventilation max/total req” row of ventilation results matrix on the  Zone Airflows, Turndown, & 

Engineering Checks tab  

Note: Whereas the former spec for system-level application of the Increase % parameter stated that when “Basis for 

system outdoor air requirement” is set to “ASHRAE 62.1-2013,” checking the box for “Increase ventilation by fixed 

percentage for all zones” should also increase the value for “System minimum outdoor air intake, Vot” by the 

specified percentage (in addition to increasing the value for “Zone ventilation max/total req” for all zones by the 

same specified percentage), it has been deemed more appropriate that the zone-level ‘Increase’ (%) value should 

influence only the zone-level requirements. If the user wishes to have the system min value adjusted by that 

amount, they should use ‘Sum of zones’ as the “Basis for system outdoor air requirement”. 

5.6.1.13 Max req 

[        ] l/s  {= MAX((Ventilation req. + Ventilation req. x (Increase %/100)), EA flow rate - Transfer Air flow rate)  
Because it accounts for the Increase % input, this is now equivalent to “Zone ventilation max/total req” l/s (cfm) column. } 
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5.6.2 Air-change requirements, exhaust, and transfer air 

5.6.2.1 ASHRAE 170 function category  

[         ▼] {Categories from ASHRAE 170 Table 7-1.} 

• The drop-down menu selection of an ASHRAE std. 170 Functional Category should be enabled when either 

ASHRAE 170 or Maximum method is selected as basis for zone and system OA.  

• Set the following parameters based on A170 space function menu selection using a look-up table. Some space 

functional categories will require settings for all four parameters, but more often just one or both of the first 

two will be required: 

o Minimum Outdoor ach {set ‘Zone outdoor airflow requirement’ to required ach value}   

o Minimum Total ach  {set ‘Primary air-change requirement’ to required ach value}   

o All Room Air Exhausted Directly to Outdoors {when required, set ‘Exhaust air-change req.’ to “= SA cfm” 

o Negative Pressure Relationship to Adjacent Areas {when required, selects make-up air radio button 

option to  ‘Transfer air makes up difference between EA and SA air flows’; and sets min EA =  SA +1 cfm 

to ensure EA > SA} 

o Zone RH requirement {when required, set ‘Zone RH high limit…’ and/or ‘Zone RH low limit’ values} 

� The controls for max zone RH are in nearly all ApacheHVAC prototype systems (no change 

needed). Min RH requires a system with evap/spray or steam humidification. This can be added 

to most any system type. 

• The tables included in Appendix E: Tables from ASHRAE 170 Ventilation for Healthcare at the end of this spec 

provide the requirements for the four settings above for a range of standard 170 healthcare space function 

categories.  

• When A170 is used to determine zone primary air-change and OA air-change rates, either the system min OA 

needs to be the sum of these A170 zone values or use 62.1 calcs for the system minimum, treating the A170 

zone values as 62.1 Voz values. These two options are presented to the user as the system-level ‘Basis for 

system outdoor air requirement’ on the ‘System Parameters’ tab. 

5.6.2.2 ���� Primary air-change requirement  

[       ] [ ach | l/s | l/s.m2 | l/s.pers  ▼ ]     [       ]  l/s  {overrides design airflow calcs, if greater} 

5.6.2.3 ���� Nighttime setback percentage of req. primary airflow 

[       ] % {provides value for use in specialized time switch controller; the controller value provided by this is the user-input 
percentage of the flow rate value immediately above; enable when CAV airflow – nighttime setback parameter link is present in 
the network.} 

5.6.2.4 ���� Exhaust air-change requirement  

[        ] [ ach | l/s | l/s.m
2
 | l/s.pers | l/s.unit | l/s = SA | l/s > SA | % > SA ▼ ]  [       ] l/s    

{default = unchecked box. The checking and setting of this parameter needs to be tied to PRM Nav settings (two-way 

relationship) for exhaust requirements (uses a subset of same settings, incl. ASHRAE options in next line of UI 

below).   

When ‘l/s.unit’ is selected, the input field is for the airflow rate (l/s) per unit, and the number of units field at the 

end of the next line (A62.1 EA occ.) is enabled, thus determining the derived total EA rate for the zone (l/s/) at the 

end of this line.  

When “l/s = SA” is selected, the field to left of units selector is read-only, and EA flow rate in both fields on this line 

should be set to the max design SA flow set or calculated in this dialog.  

When “l/s > SA” is selected, input field is used for the l/s greater than the SA flow, and the derived EA flow rate to 

the right of the drop-down will be the sum of SA airflow as set or calculated in this dialog, plus the additional user-

specified l/s. “l/s > SA” is incl. per hospital req. for “Exhaust Air Offset”—e.g., EA flow rate = SA + 300 cfm (typical 
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values). For this option, disable “Make-up air is 100% primary air (constrained min SA flow rate),” as that would 

create a circular reference. 

When “% > SA” is selected, input field is used for the % greater than the SA flow, and the derived EA flow rate to the 

right of the drop-down will be the sum of SA airflow as set or calculated in this dialog, plus the user-specified % of 

this value. For this option, disable “Make-up air is 100% primary air (constrained min SA flow rate),” as that would 

create a circular reference. 

Note: SA = Primary Air. In all cases with non-zero exhaust airflow, the total of min primary and transfer air must be 

>/= exhaust.   

5.6.2.5 ���� ASHRAE 62.1 EA occupancy:  

[Toilets – public  ▼]  [  2  ] units  

Checked box enables drop-down menu AND causes the box for ‘Exhaust air-change requirement’ above to be 

forced-ticked and the option for unit type automatically set. Drop-down menu options are from A62.1 Table 6-4, as 

included below in this section.  

• Given the default of ‘Toilets – public, this will automatically set make-up air to 100% Transfer and will check 

the box for ‘Zone air supply is 100% transfer air (RA path, but no primary air supply)’. The user will be asked to 

confirm this via the following pop-up dialog: 

This ASHRAE 62.1 EA category normally uses 100% transfer air. 

Would you like to switch make-up air options accordingly? 

WARNING: To avoid an error condition, any zone with 100% transfer  

air for EA make-up must have a ventilation requirement of 0 cfm or  

l/s, per ASHRAE Occupancy Category or other appropriate settings. 

[ Yes ]   [  No  ] 

'No' is the highlighted default button to encouraged reading the warning before clicking 'Yes'. 

• Most selections set ‘Exhaust air-change requirement’ parameter above in terms of l/s-m2 (cfm/ft2), and 

therefore must set unit type to l/s-m2 and enter l/s-m2 value in the first field and then derive l/s value, based 

upon the zone area, for second field.  

• Three of the selections in this drop-down menu set Exhaust air-change req. in terms of number of units (e.g., # 

of toilets), which requires the ‘units’ field to be enabled (default=1 unit if ‘Private…’ default=2 units if 

‘Public…’). The units for Exhaust air-change req. must be automatically set to ‘l/s.unit’ and the first field must 

display the required A62.1 l/s.unit value, then derive the value for total in the next field based upon the 

number of units (toilets, etc.).} 

• Where last column of A62.1 Table 6-4 indicates ‘Y’ for 100% Transfer Air, auto-select ‘Make-up air is 100% 

transfer air’ below, else auto-select ‘Make-up air is 100% primary air’. Treat this as a revised default, allowing 

user to change it. 

5.6.2.6 ����  Force zone outside-air ventilation requirement at least equal to exhaust rate  

Enabled if ‘Exhaust air-change requirement’ is checked. Default = Unchecked. Sets “OA req. as makeup for EA” on 

the “Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks” tab equal to exhaust rate; while a ventilation rate greater than 

this can prevail for the zone, no lesser ventilation requirement may be used in calculations.  

When this box is checked, the ventilation rate calculated for the zone will be at least the exhaust rate AND will be 

used in system-level calculation of System Min OA (per either 62.1 or Sum of Zones).  

Ticking this box disables the following: 

• 2nd, 3rd, and 4th radio buttons (all but the first) immediately below; 

• “Zone air supply is 100% transfer air” option below that, as these are incompatible with supplying OA ≥ EA; and 

• Exhaust air-change requirement options for “l/s > SA” and “% > SA”. 
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For derivations of Make-up and Transfer air flow associated  all radio button options below: 

Exhaust air flow = derived volume flow rate for Exhaust air-change req. 

Design maximum primary airflow = DOAS max primary airflow to zone when that parameter is enabled;  

else the greater of Cooling maximum primary airflow and Heating maximum primary airflow parameters.  

5.6.2.7 ����  Force zone exhaust rate at least equal to outside-air ventilation requirement 

The “Force zone exhaust rate at least equal to outside-air ventilation requirement” option forces EA ≥ OA. When 

there is no Exhaust requirement, EA = OA Max requirement for the zone. EA can thus be a non-zero value when 

there is no EA requirement. This is needed mainly to use EA fan to draw ventilation air into the space for spaces 

served by PTACs/PTHPs and can be useful for PSZ systems.  

The function of forcing the make-up air source to 100% primary air (constrained min SA flow) is essential for single-

zone systems, which must provide all ventilation via primary airflow. This forcing function is, however, inappropriate 

for PTACs/PTHPs, which generally do not provide ventilation as part of their controlled primary airflow. Forcing a 

relationship that treats the PTAC like a PSZ system is incorrect and could lead to incorrect terminal unit airflow 

sizing. 

In PTACs and PTHPs such as this, make-up air is either controlled only by the EA flow rate or supply by a separate 

system, and we won’t know if the OA inlet is going to be left hanging as it is shown above or is going to be fed 

transfer air from another system.  

5.6.2.8 Make-up air:  

[ drop-down selector with the four options listed below as radio buttons ▼ ] [        ] % 

����  100% primary air (constrained min SA flow rate) {default radio button selection; min SA for VAV ≥ EA; 

Transfer = zero; All make-up air will be primary air from AHU, not transfer. } 

�  100% transfer air (transfer flow rate = exhaust) {set linked “Zone/RA transfer airflow” ctrl flow = EA; 

Transfer = Exhaust air flow; Transfer is 1:1 replacement for EA. } 

�  Transfer air makes up difference between EA and SA air flows  

Transfer = Exhaust air flow - Minimum primary airflow  

�  Includes fixed percentage transfer air: [          ] % {Field for entering % value adjacent to drop-down selector is 

enabled when this options is selected; Zone transfer control flow = EA × % transfer setting. Limit user input to 

99% (max value); this is technically limited to 100%, but the 100% value for this parameter is already covered by 

the 100% transfer option above.} 

Transfer = Exhaust air flow × specified percentage 

Make-up air requirement used in calc of Minimum primary airflow = Exhaust air flow - Transfer air flow 

The four Make-up air options on the drop-down selector must be enabled only when ‘Exhaust air-change 

requirement’ is checked by one of three means: user mouse click; via A62.1 EA occ setting, or via selection of A170 

category that requires exhaust.} 

For PTACs and PTHPs (determined by all links within sys frame being inside the multiplex, but air inlets/outlets are 

not inside multiplex, per Configuration requirements), we should grey out the Make-up air source selector.  

If there is no transfer link, then must be no possibility of a transfer value. The following make-up air options and 

parameters must therefore be disabled by lack of “Zone/RA transfer airflow” link:  

• 100% transfer air (transfer flow rate = exhaust) 

• Transfer air makes up difference between EA and SA air flows 

• Includes fixed percentage transfer air 

� Zone air supply is 100% transfer (RA path, but no primary air supply) 

� Supply incl. transfer in addition to primary air (% > min SA)  
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5.6.2.9 ���� Exhaust airflow 

[         ]  {Zone exhaust airflow as required by all settings above, including Exhaust air-change requirements, forcing EA at least 
equal to OA ventilation, which is used in the case of some PTACs and similar packaged terminal unit systems for which ventilation 
to the zone is driven by a local exhaust fan or ducted outlet from the space to a system exhaust fan.} 

5.6.2.10 ���� Zone air supply is 100% transfer air (RA path, but no primary air supply)  

When checked, Transfer airflow value used in controller with “Zone/RA transfer airflow” link is derived as: 

Transfer = Max (Design maximum primary airflow, Exhaust air flow) 

Design maximum primary airflow = 

DOAS max primary airflow to zone when that parameter is enabled;  

else the greater of Cooling maximum primary airflow and Heating maximum primary airflow parameters. 

This option is compatible with only the “Make-up air is 100% transfer air (transfer flow rate = exhaust)” radio button 

above (see mutual exclusivity rules below).  

Checking this box sets “Minimum primary airflow” and, when present, “DOAS max primary airflow to zone” = 0.00.  

When the following links are not present, checking this box also sets “Cooling maximum primary airflow,” and 

“Heating maximum primary airflow” = 0.00: 

• FCU Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

• FCU Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

• PTAC/PTHP cool airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

• PTAC/PTHP heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

• UCS Cooling airflow 

The “Cooling maximum primary airflow,” and “Heating maximum primary airflow” remain at calculated values in the 

context of the FCUs and PTACs, as they are the max recirculated Cooling and Heating airflow values for these 

terminal units. This is not the same for Active Beams, Fan-Powered Boxes (FPB), or Dual-Fan Dual-Duct (DFDD) 

system types: Whereas these also use recirculated airflow for space heating and/or cooling, they all depend upon 

the presence of primary system airflow at the zone to drive some or all aspects of space conditioning airflow. 

Via the parameters above, the Max and Min flow rates for all primary airflow controls on the zone multiplex layer 

are set to zero—i.e., for controls with the following system parameter links:  

• Cooling airflow VAV/CAV 

• Heating airflow VAV/CAV 

• DOAS vent airflow 

• DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV  

• FPB Primary airflow CAV/VAV  

• Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV cool 

• Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV heat 

• PSZ Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

• PSZ Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV  

• Cooling-only sys airflow  

• Heating-only sys airflow  

• CAV airflow – occupied hours 

• CAV airflow – nighttime setback 

• Min fan airflow 

• Zone DCV stage 1 – VAV ctrl  
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Mutual exclusivity rules for “Zone air supply is 100% transfer air (RA path, but no primary air supply)” parameter:  

When the box for “Exhaust air-change req” has been checked above, selecting any of the three radio buttons for 

make-up and transfer options other than “Make-up air is 100% transfer air (transfer flow rate = exhaust)” will cause 

this option to be unchecked, disabled, and grayed out.  

When the box for “Exhaust air-change req” has not been checked above, selecting this option causes the radio 

button above for “Make-up air is 100% transfer air (transfer flow rate = exhaust)” to be forced selected, and the 

other three radio buttons are grayed out:  

a) If the user checks the box for “Exhaust air-change req” after selecting the option for “Zone air supply is 

100% transfer air…”, then by virtue of the “Zone air supply is 100% transfer air…” option being checked, 

the selection of the four radio buttons must be constrained to the second one: “Make-up air is 100% 

transfer air…”.  

b) This option is mutually exclusive with respect to the next option below, as it’s not possible to have zone 

supply air = 100% transfer while also having zone supply air = primary + transfer. 

5.6.2.11 ���� Supply incl. transfer in addition to primary air (% > min SA) 

[          ] %  

(as in a negatively pressurized zone)  {note on dialog, as in mock-up}  

{When checked, derive flow rate for “Zone/RA transfer airflow” control link as: 

Transfer = Minimum primary airflow × % > min SA  

When exhaust is specified, the following must be true (if not, increase Transfer + Minimum primary airflow until 

true, as in Derivation Example, below): 

Transfer + Minimum primary airflow ≥ Exhaust air flow.  

Exclusivity:  

1. Selecting this option causes all four radio buttons for make-up and transfer options above to be disabled and 

grayed out grayed out—i.e., it overrides all of those options.} 

This option is mutually exclusive with respect to the option immediately above, as it’s not possible to have zone 

supply air = 100% transfer while also having zone supply air = primary + transfer. 

Derivation Example:  

If the user checks this option and enters a value of 50% transfer air in addition to min primary SA volume ν, the 

Transfer air will be 0.5ν  and the combined total supply airflow to the zone will be 1.5 ν. 

If there is no exhaust airflow, then this is simply an addition of transfer air, set relative to min primary airflow.  

It also, however, raises the maximum value for exhaust airflow requirement permitted without forcing the 

calculated min primary flow to be raised.  

• If the user first sets Transfer to 0.5ν and then sets Exhaust airflow to 1.2 ν, there will be no change in 

Min primary airflow, given there is enough combined min primary airflow + transfer airflow (1.5ν) to 

make up for it.  

• If the user then sets the EA flow rate to 1.8ν, whether directly or by entering an ACH value that results in 

this, the additional 0.3ν  must come from somewhere.  

o Without this transfer option engaged, the min primary SA flow rate would simply be increased 

to provide this additional amount.  

o With this option set to for additional transfer = 50% of min SA, the additional 0.3ν should be 

provided by raising the min primary SA to 1.8/1.5 = 1.2ν, so  that the resulting combined supply 

to the zone is at 1.2ν min SA + (Transfer at 0.5*SA)  = 1.8ν minimum airflow into the zone. The 
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effect is to proportionally increasing both min primary SA and transfer airflow, such that there 

is enough make-up air for the specified EA and the transfer is always 50% of min SA.} 

Used for labs, hospitals, and industry where a fraction of RA must be transfer air to maintain negatively pressurized 

rooms.  

5.6.2.12 Transfer at max EA and min primary airflow 

[          ] l/s  

{Derived as described below according to inputs and selection of options for transfer air, above; this is same as 

Transfer airflow parameter on the “Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks” tab: 

For derivations of Transfer air flow all associated Make-up air combo-box options and check-box options noted 

below: 

Exhaust air flow = derived volume flow rate for Exhaust air-change req. 

Design maximum primary airflow =  

• DOAS max primary airflow to zone when that parameter is enabled;  

• else the greater of Cooling maximum primary airflow and Heating maximum primary airflow parameters. 

When ventilation “Exhaust air-change req” is checked and noted Make-up air option is selected, apply the derivation 

listed below that Make-up air option to determine the values to displayed here and for same parameter on the Zone 

Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab, and used in controller with “Zone/RA transfer airflow” link: 

Make-up air: 

• 100% primary air (constrained min SA flow rate) Transfer = zero  

• 100% transfer air (transfer flow rate = exhaust) Transfer = Exhaust air flow 

• Transfer air makes up difference between EA and SA air flows  

Transfer = Exhaust air flow - Minimum primary airflow 

• Includes fixed percentage transfer air Transfer = Exhaust air flow × specified percentage 

Make-up air requirement used in calc of Minimum primary airflow = Exhaust air flow - Transfer air flow 

When ‘� Zone air supply is 100% transfer (RA path, but no primary air supply)’ is checked, derive value displayed 

here and used in controller with “Zone/RA transfer airflow” link as: 

Transfer = Max (Design maximum primary airflow, Exhaust air flow) 

When ‘� Supply incl. transfer in addition to primary air (% > min SA): [     ] %’  is engaged, derive value displayed 

here and used in controller with “Zone/RA transfer airflow” link as: 

Transfer = Minimum primary airflow × % > min SA  
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5.6.3 Demand-controlled ventilation (DCV)  

  

 

5.6.3.1 ���� Minimum when unoccupied   

‘Minimum when unoccupied’ checkbox is enabled if either “OA min reset – Unoccupied zone” or “OA min reset – 

Unocc zn VAV%” link is present in the network. See Definition of two DCV-related controller applications for the four 

Occupancy-based DCV controller links section (four pages below) for compete logic and derivations for the 

occupancy-based DCV controls.  

5.6.3.2 VozA / min 

[       ] l/s     [       ] l/s.m
2
   

{Enabled ‘Minimum when unoccupied’ checkbox if either “OA min reset – Unoccupied zone” or “OA min reset – 

Unocc zn VAV%” link is present in the network. See Definition of two DCV-related controller applications for the four 

Occupancy-based DCV controller links section (four pages below) for compete logic and derivations for the 

occupancy-based DCV controls.  

Enable display of VozA if either ‘Minimum when unoccupied’ or ‘Demand-controlled ventilation using CO2 sensors’ 

box is checked. VozA = (Ra x Az)/min(Ez_Cooling, Ez_Heating), when basis for ventilation is ‘ASHRAE 62.1’ or 

‘Maximum’, otherwise set equal to ‘Min primary airflow at turndown’; uneditable. 

• OA min reset – Unoccupied zone control allows the minimum OA ventilation rate to be reduced to just the 

ASHRAE 62.1 area-based minimum value for any zone with both 62.1 ventilation settings and this type of OA 

reset controller when the space is unoccupied. 

Minimum OA value for the unoccupied zone during normal building operating hours is calculated as 

follows, and this results in a volume flow rate: 

VozA = (Ra x Az)/min(Ez_Cooling, Ez_Heating) 

where  

VozA is the A62.1 area-based component of Voz. For system capable of OA reset, this is the min OA 

ventilation requirement for the unoccupied zone, accounting for diffuser configuration, during building 

operating hours.  

Ra is the area-based ventilation coefficient for the A62.1 zone occupancy type. 

Az is the area of the zone. 

Ezmin is the minimum zone-level distribution effectiveness for Cooling and Heating modes. 

When Basis for zone OA requirement is not ASHRAE 62.1, the value for the “Min primary airflow or VAV turndown” 

parameter is used in place of VozA. 

• The OA min reset – Unocc zn VAV% control votes on the reset of the system-level OA % when the zone is 

Unoccupied during building operating hours (OA fraction at VAV flow rate per 62.1 area-based Ra/Ez calc).} 
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Controller gets four values based upon the ASHRAE 62.1 area-based minimum value calculated immediately 

above.  

o System OA required at Max zone flow (%)   

= (Zone floor area × Ra/Ez) / Max zone VAV primary airflow rate × 100 

o System OA required at Min zone flow (%)   

= (Zone floor area × Ra/Ez) / Min zone VAV primary airflow rate × 100 

o Zone VAV sensed flow Midband (cfm)   

= Max zone VAV primary airflow rate - (0.5 × sensed flow Bandwidth) 

o Zone VAV sensed flow Bandwidth (cfm)  

= Max zone VAV primary airflow rate - Min zone VAV primary airflow rate 

When Basis for zone OA requirement is not ASHRAE 62.1, the value for the “Min primary airflow or VAV 

turndown” parameter is used in place of VozA. 

The latter two of these values are the same as for the MC18: System OA reset based on zone VAV flow fraction 

controller values presently calculated in columns DB and DC on the Sys 5,7 tab of the Loads Data Spreadsheet. 

The first two are similar to the corresponding MC18 values for, but use just the area-based minimum 

ventilation rate, rather than the overall 62.1 requirement. 

Demand-controlled ventilation reduction when zones are unoccupied (typically only when this occurs during normal 

building operating hours) allows for the OA ventilation rate to be reduced to the ASHRAE 62.1 area-based minimum 

value VozA = (Ra × Az / Ez) for a zone with both 62.1 ventilation settings and an appropriate OA reset controller.  

When Basis for zone OA requirement is not ASHRAE 62.1, the value for the “Min primary airflow or VAV turndown” 

parameter will be used in place of VozA. 

The “OA min reset – Unoccupied zone” controller is normally used to reset a zone-level ventilation rate for a zone 

served by a dedicated outside air system (DOAS) or a zone on a VAV system when that system is operating in 100% 

OA economizer mode. 

The “OA min reset – Unocc zn VAV%” controller provides the zone-level vote for modulating the system-level OA 

minimum in the context of a VAV system with OA fraction continuously reset at the air handler based upon zone 

VAV flow fractions (equivalent to zone VAV damper positions). 

See also supplemental section: Definition of DCV-related controller applications. 

5.6.3.3 ���� Demand-controlled ventilation using CO2 sensors  

{default = unchecked; enabled if CO2-based DCV controls—any one or more of the links with CO2 Concentration 

indicated as sensed variable—are present in HVAC network. These links and associated default checkbox state are 

summarized as follows:  

CO2-based  

• DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV   {used on zone ventilation flow path in DOAS systems; modulation options are 

relevant} 

• Zone DCV stage1 – VAV ctrl   {used on zone VAV primary air flow path in VAV systems; modulation options not 

relevant} 

• OA min reset - zone CO2    {used for system OA damper percentage flow control in VAV or similar multi-zone 

with a system recirculation path; normally used with Zone DCV stage1 – VAV ctrl.} 

• Airflow ON if NV insuf vent    {used on zone VAV primary air flow path in mixed-mode Nat-Vent/VAV systems; 

based on CO2 exceeding threshold, this controller provides a logical OR signal to re-enable the standard VAV 

controller} 

• OA min reset - Occupied zone CO2    {used in place of standard “DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV” link on 

ventilation flow path in DOAS systems (controlled variable = flow rate); Zone Occupancy Profile (else PP2); See 

derivations on p.53} 
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Non-CO2-based 

• OA min reset - Unoccupied zone    {used in tandem with “OA min reset - Occupied zone CO2” link on 

ventilation flow path in DOAS systems} 

• OA min reset – Occupied zn VAV%   {used in place of “OA min reset - zone CO2” link on OA damper 

percentage flow control in VAV or similar multi-zone with a system recirculation path} 

• OA min reset – Unocc zn VAV%   {used in tandem with “OA min reset - zone CO2” link on OA damper 

percentage flow control in VAV or similar multi-zone with a system recirculation path} 

This controls modulated airflow in proportion to sensed CO2 or occupancy > 0 (representing occupancy sensor). The 

particular application-specific link determines whether this is zone ventilation airflow, as in a DOAS, the zone VAV 

box in a VAV system, or the system outside air damper min OA value in any non-DOAS multi-zone variant of a VAV 

system. 

The derived for the values for the controlled variable---air flow rate---to be used at min and max sensed CO2 values 

are described below the two DCV modulation check-box options with respect to each of the noted parameter links, 

the CO2 ppm min & max inputs, and the two modulation options. 

When DCV is enabled and “DCV modulates OA ventilation below (up to) setpoint/requirement” [default option] is 

selected, the DCV airflow control will modulate the zone OA from a reduced minimum up to the zone 

setpoint/requirement.  

• When the ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement’ is set to either ASHRAE 62.1 or Maximum, the reduced 

minimum should be the value for VozA.  

o This is equivalent to checking the box for DCV ‘Minimum when unoccupied’. Therefore: 

� When ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement’ is A62.1 (but not when basis is set to Max), 

checking the box for DCV ‘Minimum when unoccupied’ should cause the box for DCV 

modulates OA ventilation below (up to) setpoint/requirement to also be checked, but not the 

other way around. In other words, there is a one-way link driven by ticking the box for DCV 

‘Minimum when unoccupied’, but unchecking this box or separately checking the DCV 

modulates OA ventilation below (up to) setpoint/requirement box should not cause any linked 

behavior.  

• When the ‘Basis for zone outside air requirement’ is set to anything other than ASHRAE 62.1 or Maximum, the 

reduced minimum is determined by the user setting for ‘Min primary airflow or VAV turndown’.   

This will allow a controller with OA min reset – Occupied zone CO2 link to behave the same as with DOAS vent 

airflow CAV/DCV link when there is no “occupancy sensor” in the zone.  

Note 1: So long as the CO2 values are set appropriately, the outcome for the modulated flow rate should be the 

same when the zone is unoccupied (i.e., when there are no occupants to generate CO2). Therefore, this minor 

conflict needs to be addressed mainly as a matter of the UI correctly indicating which controls are in play.  

Note 2: Checking the box for Demand-controlled ventilation (DCV) via zone CO2 sensors when the box for DCV 

‘Minimum when unoccupied’ is already checked should cause the box for DCV modulates OA ventilation below (up 

to) setpoint/requirement to also be checked. Again, this is a one-way, top-down linkage. This requirement, however, 

does not need to be stated, as it is actually redundant (and consistent with) the requirement that DCV modulates OA 

ventilation below (up to) setpoint/requirement should be checked as the initial default option whenever Demand-

controlled ventilation (DCV) via zone CO2 sensors is first checked by the user or by the presence of a link that causes 

it to be checked.} 

5.6.3.4 Carbon dioxide control band 

min: [           ] ppm   max: [           ] ppm  

{zero d.p.; grey out if CO2-based DCV controls not present in HVAC system network OR when tick box above is un-

checked} 

DCV modulates OA ventilation below (up to) setpoint/requirement  {As the ventilation modulation alternative to this 

was eliminated, this label has been retained on the UI only to indicated what DCV will do. The calculated A62.1 zone 
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requirement or other OA requirement is the max design OA value. Modulation is from a reduced minimum (VozA or 

user setting for ‘Min primary airflow at turndown’) up to the max design OA for the zone. See application details 

below.} 

For DOAS (100% OA systems), when a zone has CO2-based DCV engaged and ventilation requirement set using 

ASHRAE 62.1, min primary airflow is set to VozA. This is the building component (Ra x Az)/Ez of A62.1 zone 

ventilation (Voz). When the basis for the zone ventilation is other than ASHRAE 62.1, the value for “Min primary 

airflow at turndown” on the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab is used in place of VozA. 

The VozA minimum OA value is also used to determine the zone “vote” for resetting of the system min OA primary 

airflow in recirculating VAV systems when the “OA min reset” controller link is in place and DCV is engaged for a 

zone. In this case, the system minimum OA percentage in the primary supply airflow volume is modulated according 

to the highest zone vote. When a zone with CO2-based DCV is at or below the minimum specified CO2 value, the 

zone will request only enough OA in the primary air to provide the VozA volume of OA at the current zone VAV box 

position.   

The maximum zone OA volume (controlled directly in a DOAS with DCV and requested in a VAV system with DCV) 

will be the ASHRAE 62.1 or other OA requirement/setpoint on this tab, including any OA requirement added by 

entering a value for “Increase” (%).  

5.6.3.5 ���� Force VAV box fully open before increasing system OA fraction  

Enabled and checked by default when “Zone DCV stage1 – VAV ctrl” link is present AND Demand-controlled 

ventilation (DCV) via zone CO2 sensors is checked, above. 

Zone DCV stage1 – VAV ctrl   controller link 

• Used in VAV systems to force zone primary air flow VAV box more fully open as CO2 rises; DCV modulation 

options are not relevant; upgrade to this from MC11 in Sys 05/07. 

• Normally used as first stage of control in conjunction with (followed by) OA min reset - zone CO2 controller 

link. 

• When �  Force VAV box fully open before increasing system OA fraction is checked: 

o Flow Rate values at Min and Max signal (sensed variable) are set as follows: 

o Flow Rate at Max signal = Cooling maximum primary airflow 

o Flow Rate at Min signal = Minimum primary airflow 

o CO2 midband (ppm) = CO2 control band min + 0.25(CO2 control band max – min) 

o CO2 bandwidth (ppm) = 0.5(CO2 control band max – min) 

o Else set both Flow Rate at Max signal and Flow Rate at Min signal = 0; midband & bandwidth can 

remain. 
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5.7 Zone Loads & Supply Airflows tab  

 

5.7.1 Cooling loads and air supply for space conditioning  

5.7.1.1 Cooling design zone load 

Latent: [            ] kW     Sensible: [            ] kW {both values sized by Room/zone Loads run; editable} 

5.7.1.2 Cooling design load oversizing factor 

[           ] {range = 0.1 to 10.0; default = 1.0} 

5.7.1.3 ���� Adjust design load to match user setting for SA fan design flow  

{Enabled only when ‘Override (disable) fan autosizing’ box is checked in the ‘Primary air section’ frame on the 

System Parameters tab. Checking the “Adjust…” box makes the zone Cooling design load oversizing factor on the line 

above an uneditable derived value = SA Fan Design Flow / Autosized System SA flow, subject to the constraint that 

this value must be >/= 1.0 (i.e., rounded up to 1.0) if the checkbox for “Allow undersizing of zone airflows as a result 

of design load adjustment” is not ticked. When “Allow undersizing…” is checked, then the “Cooling design load 

oversizing factor” is permitted to be < 1.0.  

Note: This feature may result in a system with excessive zone min flow rates. When the box for “Allow undersizing…”  

is also checked, derived airflow may be less than required by the calculated peak loads for the zone, potentially 

resulting in unmet load hours. 

*This checkbox will be replaced in ISM 1b with a checkbox for adjusting the design airflow, rather than the load. 

5.7.1.4 ���� Allow undersizing of zone airflows as result of design load adjustment 

Allow a loads “oversizing” factor less than 1.0 only if the user has ticked this box. This feature may lead to 

insufficient maximum flow rates and unmet load hours.} 

*This checkbox will be replaced in ISM 1b with a checkbox for adjusting the design airflow, rather than the load. 
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5.7.1.5 Design load with oversize/adjustment 

Latent: [         ]   Sensible: [         ] kW {both adjusted per same oversizing adj. factors}    

5.7.1.6 Cooling design supply air temperature 

[          ] °C   

5.7.1.7 ���� Use system (AHU or single-zone) min SAT on System Parameters tab  

1. When checkbox is unticked (default state), use design SAT entered above both for setting ventilation supply 

air temperature, when included in Room Loads, and for calculating design airflows below. 

When check box is ticked, the value displayed is an uneditable dynamic copy of “System min SAT for space cooling & vent 

tempering:” parameter on the System Parameters tab.} 

Check box is forced ticked when the system type is single-zone (all links in the system frame are within the multiplex, as in 

prototype system types 01–04); otherwise un-ticked by default. 

Check box is un-ticked and disabled when either “DOAS vent airflow” or “DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV” parameter link is 

present }  

5.7.1.8 ���� Use percent of SAT reset delta for cooling airflow sizing 

[          ] % { Mutually exclusive: Only this or the checkbox for parameter immediately above can be checked at any 

given time. When checked, force the Use system (AHU or single-zone) min SAT… check box immediately above to 

also be ticked, and multiply the System SAT reset value on the SP tab by the percentage entered here, then add the 

resulting temperature delta to the Cooling design supply air temperature above. Example: if the System min SAT is 

55 F with 10 F SAT reset and the user checks this box and enters 80%, the 55 + (0.8 x 10) = 63 F Cooling design supply 

air temperature; Revise the Cooling design supply air temperature displayed above accordingly; check box is un-

checked by default; the default value = 70%, otherwise set by user for interior zones as required by Title-24 (70%) 

and other codes (100%).} 

� Info button note: Use for lightly loaded zones or zones with relatively constant loads, such as interior zones or 

those used for telecom, etc., as described in ASHRAE std. 90.1 and required by CA Title-24 to avoid undercooling 

such zones if SAT reset is based upon outdoor temperature and to ensure the system reset will occur as intended 

when controlled according to zone cooling demand.  

5.7.1.9 Cooling design zone air temperature 

[          ] °C  

� Use zone thermostat temperature setpoint(s)  

{forced ticked for ISM phase 1, thus field above is uneditable for phase 1} 

5.7.1.10 Cooling design supply air delta-T 

[          ] K {derived from the two values immediately above it} 

5.7.1.11 Cooling design maximum airflow 

[          ] l/s  [         ] l/s.m
2
 

{Derived from loads and supply air temperature as determined by settings above in this dialog; spell out whole word 

“maximum”.} 

Cooling design maximum airflow accounts for all of the parameters listed below: 

• Airflow required to meet sensible cooling load (calculated according to the following): 

o Cooling design sensible load, with any oversizing and/or adjustment applied 

o Cooling design supply air temperature 
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o Cooling design zone air temperature  

o Derived cooling design supply air delta-T 

• Forcing of cooling primary air at least equal to ventilation rate (optional; checked by default; disabled if DOAS). 

o When checked, cooling design maximum airflow will be increased if necessary to be at least equal the 

value for “Zone ventilation max/total req” l/s (cfm) column on the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & 

Engineering Checks  tab. 

• Airflow sufficient to meet Cooling design latent load; 

o When either “Force cooling design airflow to be sufficient to maintain zone RH setpoint” is checked on 

this tab or “Force cooling design airflow to be sufficient to address latent load” is checked on the Zone 

Temp, Humidity, Equipment tab, the cooling design maximum airflow value will be the greater of that 

required to address the sensible or latent loads. This includes any oversizing and adjustments applied.  

5.7.1.12 ���� Force cooling design max airflow at least equal to ventilation rate  

Checked by default.* This option forces the maximum airflow for cooling (below) to be at least equal to the “Zone 

ventilation max/total req” l/s (cfm) column for the same zone.  

Disabled if FCU Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV link is present. 

This option will override the load-based calculation of design maximum cooling airflow, if necessary, to ensure it is at 

least equal to the required ventilation airflow. The same option is available separately for design maximum heating 

airflow.  

The alternative option provided on the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab to "Force overall max 

airflow at least equal to required ventilation rate" will, if needed, adjust only the larger of the two design maximum 

airflow values (heating or cooling), but not both. 

5.7.1.13 ���� Force cooling design airflow to be sufficient to maintain zone RH setpoint  

Default = unchecked. This option causes the maximum airflow for cooling to use the larger of the requirements 

calculated just for sensible loads, as is most typical, or for latent loads, as described below. Disable when 

dehumidification option is set to ‘Per system-level dry-bulb or dew-point control only’.  

5.7.1.14 Airflow required to meet latent load 

[          ] % {The info button text below provides a succinct summary of how this is calculated. The key will be call a bit 

of code from the newly developed psych chart tool to determine the humidity ratio. 

A supply airflow requirement will be calculated using the zone latent load shown above, the zone relative humidity 

and dry-bulb temperature setpoints on the Zone Temp, Humidity & Equipment tab to determine the room humidity 

ratio, plus the System cooling coil min LAT for dehumidification on the System Parameters tab to determine the 

supply air humidity ratio (assuming saturated air at 100% RH leaving the cooling coil at the min LAT). The required 

airflow to meet the latent load is then determined by the latent load divided by the absolute humidity difference 

between the room and supply air. 

If the airflow required to address the latent load is greater than that required to address the sensible load, the 

Cooling design max airflow will be set to the larger of the two calculated airflows when this check box is ticked.  

This check box is linked to a duplicate of the same parameter on the Zone Temp, Humidity & Equipment tab. 

The airflow (cfm) required to address the latent load is given by for following equation: 

CFMLATENT = QLATENT / 4840 x (WROOM - WSUPPLY) 

where QLATENT is the space latent heat gain, 4840 is a conversion factor, and WROOM and WSUPPLY are the humidity 

ratios (lbs. H2O per lb. Dry Air) for the room and supply air, respectively.  

Humidity Ratio (W) is the ratio of the mass of water vapor in a given air sample to the mass of dry air in the same 

sample. In IP units, Humidity ratio is measured in units of pound-mass of water per pound-mass of dry air.  By 
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multiplying by 7000 [grains per pound-mass], this value may be expressed in grains of water per pound-mass of 

dry air.  W = mw / ma = 0.62198 Xw / Xa = 0.62198 pw / (p - pw)  

5.7.2 Heating loads and air supply for space conditioning  

5.7.2.1 Heating design zone load 

[            ] kW set by Room/zone level autosizing; editable.  

5.7.2.2 Heating design zone load 

[            ] kW  set by Room/zone level autosizing; editable. 

5.7.2.3 Heating design load oversizing factor 

[           ] range = 0.1 to 10.0; default = 1.0 

5.7.2.4 ���� Adjust design load to match user setting for SA fan design flow  

{Enabled only when ‘Override (disable) fan autosizing’ box is checked in the ‘Primary air section’ frame on the 

System Parameters tab. Checking the “Adjust…” box makes the zone Cooling design load oversizing factor on the line 

above an uneditable derived value = SA Fan Design Flow / Autosized System SA flow, subject to the constraint that 

this value must be >/= 1.0 (i.e., rounded up to 1.0) if the checkbox for “Allow undersizing of zone airflows as a result 

of design load adjustment” is not ticked. When “Allow undersizing…” is checked, then the “Cooling design load 

oversizing factor” is permitted to be < 1.0.  

Note: This feature may result in a system with excessive zone min flow rates. When the box for “Allow undersizing…”  

is also checked, derived airflow may be less than required by the calculated peak loads for the zone, potentially 

resulting in unmet load hours. 

*This checkbox will be replaced in ISM 1b with a checkbox for adjusting the design airflow, rather than the load. 

5.7.2.5 ���� Allow undersizing of zone airflows as result of design load adjustment 

Allow a loads “oversizing” factor less than 1.0 only if the user has ticked this box. This feature may lead to 

insufficient maximum flow rates and unmet load hours.} 

*This checkbox will be replaced in ISM 1b with a checkbox for adjusting the design airflow, rather than the load. 

5.7.2.6 Design load with oversize/adjustment 

[         ] kW {both adjusted per same oversizing adj. factors}    

5.7.2.7 Heating design supply air temperature 

[         ] °C  

5.7.2.8 ���� Use system (AHU or single-zone) heating coil max LAT  

Behavior as follows: 

1. When unchecked (default state), use design SAT both for setting ventilation supply air temperature, when 

included in Room Loads, and for calculating design airflows below. 

When check box is ticked, value displayed is uneditable dynamic copy of “System min SAT for space cooling & vent 

tempering”. 

When system configuration is single-zone, value displayed is uneditable dynamic copy of “Heating mode max SAT” on 

System Parameters tab and checkbox is forced ticked; otherwise un-ticked by default. 

Check box is forced un-ticked when either “DOAS vent airflow” or “DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV” parameter link is 

present.  
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5.7.2.9 Heating design zone air temperature 

[         ] °C  

� Use zone thermostat temperature setpoint(s)  

{forced ticked for ISM phase 1, thus field above is uneditable for phase 1} 

5.7.2.10 Heating design supply air delta-T 

[         ] K {derived from the two values immediately above it} 

5.7.2.11 Heating design maximum airflow 

[         ] l/s [         ] l/s.m2  

Derived from loads and supply air temperature as determined by settings above in this dialog. Heating design 

maximum airflow accounts for all of the parameters listed below: 

• Airflow required to meet Heating load (calculated according to the following); 

o Heating design load with any oversizing and/or adjustment applied 

o Heating design supply air temperature 

o Heating design zone air temperature  

o Derived heating design supply air delta-T 

• Forcing of heating mode primary air at least equal to ventilation rate (optional; checked by default; disabled if 

DOAS); 

o When checked, Heating design maximum airflow will be increased if necessary to be at least equal the 

value for “Zone ventilation max/total req” l/s (cfm) column on the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & 

Engineering Checks  tab. 

• Dual-maximum VAV (independent max flow rate for heating mode); 

o When checked, the zone minimum primary airflow can be less than the Heating design maximum 

airflow (determined as described above). In heating mode, the VAV airflow control will ramp up from 

the zone minimum airflow to the Heating design maximum airflow, but only after the heating coil has 

first raised the supply air temperature to its maximum value. This sequence can be revised only by 

changing the relative setpoints for sensed values within the heating airflow and coil controller dialogs. 

o When not checked, the zone minimum primary airflow will be forced to be at least equal to the Heating 

design maximum airflow (determined as described above). 

5.7.2.12 ���� Force heating design max airflow at least equal to ventilation rate  

Checked by default. This option forces the maximum airflow for heating (below) to be at least equal to the “Zone 

ventilation max/total req” l/s (cfm) column for the same zone. When dual max VAV is selected, this is relevant to the 

Heating max airflow, otherwise relevant to the overall zone MIN airflow on the next tab. Disable if FCU Heating 

airflow CAV/2sp/VAV or FPB Secondary airflow CAV/2sp/VAV link is present.} 

This option will override the load-based calculation of design maximum heating airflow, if necessary, to ensure it is 

at least equal to the required ventilation airflow.  

When the VAV reheat airflow control is single maximum ("Dual-maximum VAV" is not selected), this forcing function 

for the design maximum heating airflow will result in also forcing the overall VAV minimum flow to the zone to be at 

least equal to the ventilation airflow rate. 

The same option is available separately for design maximum cooling airflow, but does not directly affect minimum 

airflow rate.  

The alternative option provided on the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab to "Force overall max 

airflow at least equal to required ventilation rate" will, if needed, adjust only the larger of the two design maximum 

airflow values (heating or cooling), but not both. 
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5.7.2.13 ���� Dual-maximum VAV (independent max flow rate for heating mode)  

Enabled when configuration is set to VAV. Ticked by default. This option causes max airflow for heating (below) to be 

calculated independent of the cooling airflow max, subject to constraint that it must be at least equal to the overall 

VAV min flow, which is determined in relation to overall maximum (usually the cooling maximum) This is described 

in the info button note below.} 

When dual-maximum control is engaged, the heating mode design max airflow is set based upon the calculations 

above, and will be at least equal to or greater than the VAV min turndown, which will be set as a percentage of the 

overall maximum needed for either heating or cooling. When dual-maximum control is not engaged, the min VAV 

flow rate will be forced equal to the heating mode design max airflow. 

5.7.3 Cooling loads for zone-level terminal units or room units  

5.7.3.1 DOAS ventilation contribution to zone cooling load (+/-) 

[         ] kW  

Enabled when “DOAS vent airflow,” “DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV,” or “Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV cool”  

parameter link is present, unless the box is checked for Ventilation or make-up for EA contributes to FCU or PTAC 

design flow rate on the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab.  

When ventilation is provided as transfer air drawn into zone by EA removal (i.e., Transfer at max EA and min primary 

airflow is non-zero value), which will be at RA temperature, need also to enable this parameter and revise the label 

to read “Transfer air contribution to zone cooling load (+/-)” and delta-T used in calc needs to be based upon the 

zone cooling setpoint and control throttling range during occupied hours. In other words: 

a) IF the box is checked for Ventilation or make-up for EA contributes to FCU or PTAC design flow rate on the 

Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab, override (a) and disable the parameter for that 

particular zone.  

b) Else, IF the zone make-up air is set to 100% Transfer, then use this transfer airflow value and a 1°F delta-T to 

determine contribution and revise text label to “Transfer air contribution to zone cooling load (+/-)”.  

o The very small, fixed 1°F delta-T is based on the assumption that, at the design condition, the target 

temperature for a zone conditioned only by or mainly by transfer air will be Occupied hours cooling 

setpoint +/- Throttling Range (+2°F for cooling in ISM phase 1), and the average RA used for transfer will 

be at Occupied hours cooling setpoint +/- one-half the Throttling Range.  

c) Else, IF either the “DOAS vent airflow” or “DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV” parameter link is present, enable 

this derivation for the zone.  

Except when this calc is used for determining Transfer Air contribution to zone load, the displayed value is derived 

from overall zone ventilation airflow (“Zone ventilation max/total req” l/s (cfm) column) and delta-T between the Occ Hours 

Cooling Temperature setpoint (Zone Temp… tab) and the system SAT. The DOAS contribution always uses the 

system-level SAT, not the zone-level SAT setting. There are, however, two relevant possible cooling SAT values the 

Primary air section on the System Parameters tab: 

For derivation of DOAS ventilation contribution to zone cooling load (+/-), use “System min SAT for space cooling & 

vent tempering” OR “DOAS ventilation air tempering min SAT” on System Parameters tab, depending on which of 

these two is enabled (per links required for each of them). If somehow both are enabled, “DOAS ventilation air 

tempering min SAT” should be used. 

• The resulting value should typically reduce the zone cooling load, as ventilation air will normally be supplied at 

a temperature below the room air temp setpoint.  

• When the box is checked for “Ventilation or make-up for EA contributes to FCU or PTAC design flow rate” on 

the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab, the separately controlled OA airflow will pass through 

the terminal unit coils without operation of the terminal unit fan. The OA airflow will therefore be deducted 

from the calculated recirculation airflow on that tab, and thus should not contribute to the zone cooling load 
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via this parameter. While the ventilation air will still contribute to the zone-level coil load, that load is a matter 

for the system-level sizing of the coil, and not a factor in the airflow sizing. 

• When the space is ventilated and thus also at least partly conditioned by transfer air, the EA fan drawing 

transfer air into the zone will have a role very similar to a DOAS providing tempered air, in that remaining load 

will normally be served by room units. 

• The word “zone” has been included in the label for this parameter to make it clear that this influences the load 

in the space, rather than the load on the coil, which may also be affected, but is not relevant here. 

• This is a zone-level parameter that must be enabled separately for each zone (just because the system is 100% 

OA at the AHU doesn't mean that the primary air provided to the zones won't be the source of space 

conditioning in some or even all zones on the system) 

• These links will be included in new versions of PTAC and PTHP systems using DOAS, and therefore will not be 

limited to the current range of “Type” 09 systems.} 

5.7.3.2 Percent of sensible cooling load to be met by supplemental unit 

[         ] % {Disabled when ‘DOAS ventilation contribution…’ line above is active, else enable only if there is chilled 

ceiling or similar radiant/convective cooling panel device present in the “Chilled ceilings” list a Room component on 

the layer (this can be either the ‘Principal Room’ as the main occupied space or a ‘Non-principal Room’ component, 

as in when the latter is used to model a thermally stratified zone immediately above the occupied zone), and 

Autosize checkbox in the cooling device controller must be checked.  

This percentage setting and the room unit load derived from it are linked and both editable: 

 

Default is 100% when a room unit is present on the current layer and the ‘Autosize’ checkbox in its controller is 

checked. Editing this value apportions the load between the room unit and airside cooling, as in the example above. 

A revised Cooling max airflow value is then calculated based upon portion of the load remaining to be addressed by 

the airside HVAC. 

The bi-directional editing of linked values for “Percent of … load to be met by supplemental unit” and the “Design … 

load for hydronic/electric unit” is not, however, allowed in the case of a DOAS wherein the % input value is irrelevant 

and disabled.  

The presence of the “Rad/conv cool device/panel” link will be used to enable additional functionality in later ISM 

phases, but has not been implemented in phase 1 for VE2016. 

5.7.3.3 Design cooling load for hydronic/electric unit 

[         ] kW {derived: add DOAS contribution…(+/-) value above to Cooling design load with oversize/adjustment OR 

multiply Cooling design load with oversize/adjustment by the Percent… immediately above; whichever is active. 

When FCU Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV or Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV cool or PTAC/PTHP cool airflow 

CAV/2sp/VAV link is present, revise text label to “Cooling load for terminal unit”. If derived value is negative, ignore 

this and display zero. Test for correct derivation of DOAS vent load using system AHU/vent SAT (see under DOAS 

contribution, above), whereas FCU and Active beam airflow calcs should use zone SAT. 

5.7.3.4 Airside cooling load after room unit contribution 

[         ] kW {active only when Percent heating load… above is active; derive by subtracting value immediately above 

from the Cooling design load with oversize/adjustment to get the remaining load to be addressed by the airside 
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5.7.3.5 Cooling max airflow w/sup room unit 

[         ] l/s [         ] l/s.m
2
  {When FCU Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV or Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV cool or 

PTAC/PTHP cool airflow CAV/2sp/VAV link is present, revise text label to “Cooling max airflow for terminal unit”, 

and derive the airflow from “Cooling load for terminal unit” above and the Cooling design supply air delta-T: in 

Cooling loads… section of this tab. When Percent cooling load… above is active; derived from Airside cooling load 

after room unit… above and Cooling design supply air delta-T: in Cooling loads… section of this tab.  

Cooling max airflow w/sup room unit (alternately labelled “Cooling load for terminal unit”) as input to derivation of        

“Cooling maximum [primary] airflow” is defined as: 

Cooling design maximum airflow – (Room Unit or DOAS contribution) 

where the bit in parentheses is A and/or B, below, whichever is relevant: 

A) Cooling max airflow w/sup room unit is the Cooling airflow requirement that results after accounting for 

room unit contribution to space conditioning.  

B) When FCU, Act bm/IU, or PTAC/PTHP link is present, causing the text label to be revised to “Cooling max 

airflow for terminal unit”, is the Cooling airflow requirement that results after accounting for DOAS 

ventilation contribution to zone cooling load. 

When FCU Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV or Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV cool or PTAC/PTHP cool airflow 

CAV/2sp/VAV link is present, derive “Cooling max airflow for terminal unit”, as: 

Cooling design maximum airflow – (DOAS ventilation contribution to cooling load [kW] converted to Cooling 

volume airflow rate) 

The kW value for DOAS ventilation contribution to cooling load is firstly derived from DOAS ventilation air 

tempering max SAT and max (Ventilation req., Minimum primary airflow) 

where: 

Ventilation req. = “Zone ventilation max/total req” l/s (cfm) column 

Minimum primary airflow includes Makeup air req. (Exhaust airflow – Transfer airflow)  

The kW value for DOAS ventilation contribution to cooling load must then be converted to a space cooling 

volume flow rate using the same equation and delta-T as used above to calculate Cooling design maximum 

airflow, as this will be a reduction/increase in Cooling design maximum airflow resulting from the 

addition/subtraction of load that the Cooling design maximum airflow must address. In effect, the code must 

repeat the calculation of Cooling design maximum airflow, but with the load reduced by the DOAS contribution, 

which will nearly always be at a different SAT than is used in the terminal units. 

See section Active beam & induction units in Cooling, Heating, and DOAS maximum primary airflow: Rules and 

Derivations supplement  regarding how DOAS ventilation contribution to cooling load (sensible load) is handled in 

the case of active beams. This section also describes how, for active beams, zone latent loads are addressed by 

the DOAS airflow (not the zone recirculated airflow), and how this is ensured when the box is checked for Force 

cooling design airflow to be sufficient to maintain zone RH setpoint. 

Else, “Cooling max airflow w/sup room unit” is derived as: 

Cooling design maximum airflow – (Airside sensible cooling load after room unit contribution converted to l/s 

Cooling Airflow) 

The kW load value for Airside sensible cooling load after room unit contribution is converted to volume flow rate 

using the same equation and delta-T as used above to calculate Cooling design maximum airflow, as this will be a 

reduction/increase in Cooling design maximum airflow resulting from the addition/subtraction of load that the 

Cooling design maximum airflow must address. Room units provide only sensible cooling. 

IF no room unit and none of the noted terminal unit cooling links are present, Cooling max airflow w/sup room unit = 

Cooling design maximum airflow, and this is used as input to derivation of Cooling maximum [primary] airflow. 
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5.7.4 Heating loads for zone-level terminal units or room units  

5.7.4.1 DOAS ventilation contribution to zone heating load (+/-) 

[         ] kW  

Enabled when “DOAS vent airflow,” “DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV,” or “Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV heat”  

parameter link is present, unless the box is checked for Ventilation or make-up for EA contributes to FCU or PTAC 

design flow rate on the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab.  

When ventilation is provided in the form of transfer air drawn into zone by EA function (i.e., Transfer at max EA and 

min primary airflow is non-zero value), which will be at RA temperature, need also to enable this parameter and 

revise the label to read “Transfer air contribution to zone heating load (+/-)” and delta-T used in calc needs to be 

based upon the zone heating setpoint and control throttling range during occupied hours: 

a) IF either the “DOAS vent airflow” or “DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV” parameter link is present, enable this 

derivation for the zone. 

b) IF the zone value for Transfer at max EA and min primary airflow > 0, then use this transfer airflow value and 

a 1°F delta-T to determine contribution and revise text label to “Transfer air contribution to zone heating 

load (+/-)”. 

o The very small, fixed 1°F delta-T is based on the assumption that, at the design condition, the target 

temperature for a zone conditioned only by or mainly by transfer air will be Occupied hours heating 

setpoint +/- Throttling Range (-2°F for heating in ISM phase 1), and the average RA used for transfer will 

be at Occupied hours heating setpoint +/- one-half the Throttling Range.  

c) IF  the box is checked for Ventilation or make-up for EA contributes to FCU or PTAC design flow rate on the 

Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab, override (a) and disable the parameter again for that 

particular zone. 

Except when this calc is used for determining Transfer Air contribution to zone load, the displayed value is derived 

from overall zone ventilation airflow (“Zone ventilation max/total req” l/s (cfm) column), the delta-T between the Occ Hours 

Heating Temperature setpoint (Zone Temp… tab), and the system SAT. The DOAS contribution always uses the 

system-level SAT, not the zone-level SAT setting. There are, however, two relevant possible DOAS heating (or at least 

non-cooling) SAT values the Primary air section on the System Parameters tab: 

For derivation of DOAS ventilation contribution to zone heating load (+/-), use “System min SAT for space cooling & 

vent tempering” OR “DOAS ventilation air tempering max SAT” OR “Heating mode max SAT” on System Parameters 

tab, depending on which of these three parameters is enabled (per links required for each of them). If more than 

one of these are enabled, use the MAX value from among them, as the warmest heating mode SAT enabled will be 

the relevant one. 

• The Heating mode max SAT parameter as input to this calc is active only when either “Heating coil – min SAT 

w reset” or “Heating coil – full heating LAT band” links link is present.  

• When the Heating mode max SAT parameter is not active, the resulting value should typically add to the zone 

heating load, as ventilation air will normally be supplied at a temperature below the room air temp setpoint. 

See LD spreadsheet Sys 9 tab column CH for example calc.  

• When the Heating mode max SAT parameter is active, the resulting value should typically reduce zone heating 

load, as ventilation air will in this case typically be supplied warmer than the room air temp setpoint. Display 

value in (parentheses) when negative. 

• When the box is checked for “Ventilation or make-up for EA contributes to FCU or PTAC design flow rate” on 

the Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab, the separately controlled OA airflow will pass through 

the terminal unit coils without operation of the terminal unit fan. The OA airflow will therefore be deducted 

from the calculated recirculation airflow on that tab, and thus should not contribute to the zone heating load 

via this parameter. While the ventilation air will still contribute to the zone-level coil load, that load is a matter 

for the system-level sizing of the coil, and not a factor in the airflow sizing. 
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• When the space is ventilated and thus also at least partly conditioned by transfer air, the EA fan drawing 

transfer air into the zone will have a role very similar to a DOAS providing tempered air, in that remaining load 

will normally be served by room units. 

• The word “zone” has been added to the label for this parameter to make it clear that this influences the load in 

the space, rather than the load on the coil, which may also be affected, but is not relevant here. 

• This is a zone-level parameter that must be enabled separately for each zone (just because the system is 100% 

OA at the AHU doesn't mean that the primary air provided to the zones won't be the source of space 

conditioning in some or even all zones on the system) 

• These links will be included in new PTAC and PTHP systems using DOAS, and therefore will not be limited to 

pre-ISM “Type” 09 systems.} 

5.7.4.2 Percent heating load to be met by supplemental unit 

[         ] % {Disable when ‘DOAS ventilation contribution…’ line above is active, else enabled only if there is 

radiator, similar convective heating device, or radiant heating panel present in the “Radiators” list a Room 

component on the layer (this can be either the ‘Principal Room’ as the main occupied space or a ‘Non-principal 

Room’ component, as in when the latter is used to model a thermally stratified zone immediately above the 

occupied zone), and Autosize checkbox in the cooling device controller must be checked.  

This percentage setting and the room unit load derived from it are linked and both editable: 

 

Default is 100% when a room unit is present on the current layer and the ‘Autosize’ checkbox in its controller is 

checked. Editing this value apportions the load between the room unit and airside cooling, as in the example 

above. A revised Cooling max airflow value is then calculated based upon portion of the load remaining to be 

addressed by the airside HVAC. 

The bi-directional editing of linked values for “Percent of … load to be met by supplemental unit” and the “Design … 

load for hydronic/electric unit” is not, however, allowed in the case of a DOAS wherein the % input value is irrelevant 

and disabled.  

The presence of the “Rad/conv heat device/panel” link will be used to enable additional functionality in later ISM 

phases, but has not been implemented in phase 1 for VE2016. 

5.7.4.3 Design heating load for hydronic/electric unit 

[         ]  kW {derived: add DOAS contribution…value above to Heating design load with oversize/adjustment OR 

multiply Heating design load with oversize/adjustment by the Percent… immediately above; whichever is active. 

When FCU Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV or Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV heat or PTAC/PTHP heat airflow 

CAV/2sp/VAV link is present, revise text label to “Heating load for terminal unit”. In all cases, if the derived value is 

negative, set it to zero (ignore negative derived values). Test for correct derivation of DOAS vent load using system 

AHU vent SAT, whereas FCU airflow calcs should use ZONE SAT. } 

5.7.4.4 Airside heating load after room unit contribution 

[         ] kW {active only when Percent heating load… above is active; derive by subtracting value immediately above 

from the Heating design load with oversize/adjustment to get the remaining load to be addressed by the airside} 

5.7.4.5 Heating max airflow w/sup room unit 

[         ] l/s [         ]  l/s.m
2
)  { When FCU Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV or Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV heat or 

PTAC/PTHP heat airflow CAV/2sp/VAV or FPB Secondary airflow CAV/2sp/VAV (applies only to heating) link is 

present, the label is revised to “Heating max airflow for terminal unit”, and the airflow is derived from “Heating load 

for terminal unit” above and the Heating design supply air delta-T: in Heating loads… section of this tab. When 
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Percent heating load… above is active; derived from Airside heating load after room unit… above and Heating design 

supply air delta-T: in Heating loads… section of this tab.  

Heating max airflow w/sup room unit (alternately labelled “Heating load for terminal unit”) as input to derivation of        

“Heating maximum [primary] airflow” is defined as: 

Heating design maximum airflow – (Room Unit or DOAS contribution) 

where the bit in parentheses is A and/or B, below, whichever is relevant: 

A) Heating max airflow w/sup room unit is the Heating airflow requirement that results after accounting for 

room unit contribution to space conditioning.  

B) When FCU, Act bm/IU, or PTAC/PTHP link is present, causing the text label to be revised to “Heating max 

airflow for terminal unit”, this is the Heating airflow requirement that results after accounting for DOAS 

ventilation contribution to zone cooling load. 

When FCU Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV or Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV heat or PTAC/PTHP heat airflow 

CAV/2sp/VAV link is present, “Heating max airflow for terminal unit” is derived as: 

Heating design maximum airflow – (kW DOAS ventilation contribution to cooling load converted to l/s Heating 

Airflow) 

The kW value for DOAS ventilation contribution to heating load is firstly derived from DOAS ventilation air 

tempering min SAT and max (Ventilation req., Minimum primary airflow) 

Where: 

Ventilation req. = “Zone ventilation max/total req” l/s (cfm) column 

Minimum primary airflow includes Makeup air req. (Exhaust airflow – Transfer airflow)  

The kW value for DOAS ventilation contribution to heating load is then converted to a space cooling volume flow 

rate using the same equation and delta-T as used above to calculate Heating design maximum airflow, as this will 

be a reduction/increase in Heating design maximum airflow resulting from the addition/subtraction of load that 

the Heating design maximum airflow must address. In effect, the calculation of Heating design maximum airflow 

is repeated, but with the load reduced by the DOAS contribution, which will nearly always be at a different SAT 

than is used in the terminal units. 

Else, “Heating max airflow w/sup room unit” is derived as: 

Heating design maximum airflow – (Airside sensible heating load after room unit contribution converted to l/s 

Heating Airflow) 

The kW load value for Airside sensible heating load after room unit contribution is converted to volume flow rate 

using the same equation and delta-T as used above to calculate Heating design maximum airflow, as this will be a 

reduction/increase in Heating design maximum airflow resulting from the addition/subtraction of load that the 

Heating design maximum airflow must address. 

IF no room unit and none of the noted terminal unit heating links are present, Heating max airflow w/sup room unit 

= Heating design maximum airflow, and this is used as input to derivation of Heating maximum [primary] airflow. 
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5.7.5 Room unit autosizing 

a) For cooling/heating hydronic/electric room units (excluding Direct-acting heater/coolers), the ‘Autosize’ 

checkbox in the room unit controller dialog takes the place or a system parameter link and must be ticked to 

establish the link to the System Parameters interface. 

b) The presence of a cooling/heating hydronic/electric room unit (excluding Direct-acting heater/coolers) with the 

‘Autosize’ checkbox ticked causes the respective section of the System Parameters interface to be enabled.  

c) The “DOAS ventilation contribution to cooling load (+/-)” line, and same for heating, is enabled according to the 

rules described in that section above. The DOAS contribution to the load (+/-) feeds into the derived “Design 

cooling load for hydronic/electric unit”, as also described in that section above (same for heating unit). 

d) If not a DOAS, the “Percent of sensible cooling load to be met by supplemental unit” will thus be enabled in lieu 

of the DOAS input line (same for heating). 

e) Entering any non-zero value in the “Percent of sensible cooling load to be met by supplemental unit”, causes 

the derived value for “Design cooling load for hydronic/electric unit” or to be updated (same for heating unit). 

f) In all cases, so long as the ‘Autosize’ checkbox is ticked in the room unit controller dialog, the derived value for 

“Design cooling load for hydronic/electric unit” is copied to the Design cooling load input field in the respective 

room unit controller dialog when the user clicks ‘Assign’ (same for heating). 

g) Upon upgrade of a legacy system (first time only), if ‘Autosize’ is checked in room unit controller dialog, the 

existing Design load value from the room unit is copied to the Design cooling/heating load for hydronic/electric 

unit in the System Parameters UI and % cooling/heating load immediately above that is derived using this value.  
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5.8  Zone Airflows, Turndown, & Engineering Checks tab 

 

5.8.1 Zone heating & cooling airflows, turndown, and engineering checks  

5.8.1.1 Zone floor area and volume 

[         ] m
2
   [         ] m

3
   {from Room Data for Principal room on multiplex layer} 

5.8.1.2 Occupant number and density 

[         ] people   [         ] m
2
/per  {peak Room Data value with diversity factor applied) 

5.8.1.3 Cooling design load 

[         ] kW   [         ] kW/m
2
   [         ] m

2
/kW   {IP unit is ft2/ton, 1 ton = 12,000 Btu/h } 

Heating design load 

[         ] kW   [         ] kW/m
2
   [         ] m

2
/kW  {IP unit is ft2/ton, 1 ton = 12,000 Btu/h } 

5.8.1.4 Cooling maximum primary airflow 

[         ] l/s   [         ] l/s.m
2
    When links for DOAS vent airflow, DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV, PTAC/PTHP cool 

airflow CAV/2sp/VAV, or UCS Cooling airflow are present, revise label text for this parameter to omit the word 

“primary”. Values derived as indicated in info button note, with specialized calculations in the case of active beams 

and induction units in which the required airflow calculated on the previous tab according to the load is divided by 

the induction ratio: 

The load added or removed by the primary air at system SAT must be calculated to determine the total volume of air 

needed at the zone terminal unit supply temperature (zone coil LAT) to meet the load, and this volume must be 

divided by the induction ratio to obtain the primary airflow. This is consistent with the info button note below.  
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Cooling maximum primary airflow is the greater of the following zone airflow requirements: 

• Cooling max airflow w/sup room unit (Cooling design maximum airflow after room unit deductions) 

• Primary air-change requirement, per settings in the Zone Ventilation & Exhaust tab 

• Ventilation and makeup air requirements, as determined by options below and settings in Zone Loads & 

Supply Airflows and Zone Ventilation & Exhaust tabs. 

This is the primary airflow that will be used for the max value in VAV and 2-speed Cooling airflow controls. When 

Configuration at the top of the System Parameters dialog is set to CAV, both Cooling and Heating controls will use 

the greater of the Cooling/Heating maximum primary airflow values. Setting Configuration to VAV allows for a 

minimum primary airflow and independent Cooling &Heating  max airflow values. 

In PTACs, PTHPs, and DOAS systems where Fan-Coil Units or similar recirculate zone air for space conditioning, the 

word “primary” is omitted, and this parameter is simply “Cooling maximum airflow.” For all DOAS systems, the 

“DOAS max primary airflow to zone” parameter immediately below is the relevant primary airflow. 

Active beams and induction units are a special case in which the required airflow calculated according to the load on 

the previous tab is divided by the induction ratio. The volume of air induced through the coils will be that calculated 

as required to meet the load, including any load contributed by the primary airflow, and the primary airflow will be 

that required to induce this volume flow rate. 

When 'Configuration' is 'CAV' rather than 'VAV,' the zone 'Cooling maximum primary airflow' label should read 

'Constant-volume primary airflow,' both check boxes for 'Dual-max...' and first two zone parameters for 'Min 

primary airflow...' should be disabled, 'Min primary airflow' should be equal to max, and 'DOAS max primary airflow 

to zone' should read 'DOAS CV primary airflow to zone,' (excepting DOAS zones with DCV engaged, which must be 

variable primary flow). 

5.8.1.5 Heating maximum primary airflow 

[         ] l/s   [         ] l/s.m
2
    {When links for DOAS vent airflow, DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV, or PTAC/PTHP heat 

airflow CAV/2sp/VAV are present, dynamically revise label text for this parameter to omit the word “primary”. The 

presence of the FPB Secondary airflow CAV/2sp/VAV link should also cause the labeling for “Heating maximum 

primary airflow” to be revised to just “Heating maximum airflow” (applies only to heating airflow). Values derived as 

indicated in info button note, with specialized calculations in the case of active beams and induction units are a 

special case in which the required airflow calculated on the previous tab according to the load is divided by the 

induction ratio: 

The load added or removed by the primary air at system SAT must be calculated to determine the total volume of air 

needed at the zone terminal unit supply temperature (zone coil LAT) to meet the load, and this volume must be 

divided by the induction ratio to obtain the primary airflow. This is consistent with the info button note below.  

Heating maximum primary airflow is the greater of the following zone airflow requirements: 

• Heating max airflow w/sup room unit (Heating design maximum airflow after room unit deductions) 

• Primary air-change requirement, per settings in the Zone Ventilation & Exhaust tab 

• Ventilation and makeup air requirements, as determined by options below and settings in Zone Loads & 

Supply Airflows and Zone Ventilation & Exhaust tabs. 

This is the primary airflow that will be used for the max value in VAV and 2-speed Heating airflow controls. When 

Configuration at the top of the System Parameters dialog is set to CAV, both Cooling and Heating controls will use 

the greater of the Cooling/Heating maximum primary airflow values. Setting Configuration to VAV allows for a 

minimum primary airflow and independent Cooling &Heating  max airflow values (see setting for dual-maximum 

VAV operation). 

In PTACs, PTHPs, and DOAS systems where Fan-Coil Units or similar recirculate zone air for space conditioning, the 

word “primary” is omitted, and this parameter is simply “Heating maximum airflow.” For all DOAS systems, the 

“DOAS max primary airflow to zone” parameter immediately below is the relevant primary airflow. 
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Active beams and induction units are a special case in which the required airflow calculated according to the load on 

the previous tab is divided by the induction ratio. The volume of air induced through the coils will be that calculated 

as required to meet the load, including any load contributed by the primary airflow, and the primary airflow will be 

that required to induce this volume flow rate. 

When 'Configuration' is 'CAV' rather than 'VAV,' the zone 'Maximum primary airflow' label should read 'Constant-

volume primary airflow,' both radio buttons for 'Dual-max...' vs. 'Single max...' and all three zone parameters for 

'Min primary airflow...' should be disabled, and 'DOAS max primary airflow to zone' should read 'DOAS CV primary 

airflow to zone.' 

5.8.1.6 DOAS max primary airflow to zone 

[         ] l/s  [         ] l/s.m
2
    {enabled when any of four links below are present and set as noted: 

• For either DOAS vent airflow or DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV link 

DOAS max primary airflow to zone = max(“Max req” on Zone ventilation & Exhaust tab, Minimum 

primary airflow) 

• When either Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV cool or Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV heat link is present, 

AND neither DOAS vent… link above it present, this parameter is set to the greater of the two values for 

Cooling maximum airflow and Heating maximum airflow, above, with those values having been calculated 

according to calculation requirements for the special case of Active beams.  

5.8.1.7 ���� Dual-maximum VAV (independent max flow rate for heating mode)  

When dual-maximum control is engaged, the heating mode design max airflow is set based upon zone loads on the 

Zone Loads & Supply Airflows tab, and will be at least equal to or greater than the flow rate determined by VAV min 

turndown. When the VAV control mode is single maximum (dual-maximum is not engaged), the min VAV flow rate 

will be forced equal to the heating mode design max airflow.  

The dual-maximum checkbox here is a duplicate of the same option on the Zone Loads & Supply Airflows tab. These 

are two instances of the same control—directly coupled at all times; checked by default. 

5.8.1.8 ���� Ventilation or make-up for EA contributes to FCU or PTAC design flow rate  

This option deducts the flow rate for ventilation or make-up air (when zone exhaust is specified) from the calculated 

FCU or PTAC terminal unit design airflow for heating and cooling. The remainder of the design airflow is the 

controlled recirculation airflow rate. This should be used only when the ventilation air or make-up for exhaust 

supplied by the system is routed to pass through the terminal unit coils, thereby contributing to the volume of air 

driven through the coils by the local terminal unit fan. When both ventilation and exhaust are present, the greater of 

these two values will be deducted autosized recirculation flow rate. This allows for systems wherein the continuous 

operation of system fans for either ventilation or exhaust is used to either blow or draw air through the zone fan-coil 

unit (FCU) or packaged terminal air-conditioning or heat-pump unit (PTAC or PTHP), thus making the operation of a 

fan in the terminal unit supplemental and required only to recirculate additional room air through the coils. 

Unchecked by default. This option deducts ventilation or make-up air for exhaust fans from the calculation of 

recirculated airflow to be driven through FCU/PTAC/PTHP coils by local terminal unit fan. The LD spreadsheet (cell 

P31 and Q31 on Sys 9 tab) provides an example of how this works when the box is checked. This includes both 

setting the recirculated flow to zero when exceeded by the ventilation or make-up for EA flow and the deduction of 

either ventilation or make-up for EA flow from the recirculated flow when it is larger than either of those. When not 

checked, avoid setting anything to zero or making any such deductions from the flow required to meet the Cooling 

or Heating load. Feeds into controllers with link set to one of the following: 

• FCU Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

• FCU Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

• PTAC/PTHP cool airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

• PTAC/PTHP heat airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 
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5.8.1.9 Min primary airflow or VAV turndown 

[         ]  [% | l/(s.m2) ▼ ]   {% value used for derivation of next parameter. Enabled if system configuration is VAV or if 

DCV is engaged without A62.1 used as Basis for OA req., otherwise disabled. 

5.8.1.10 Min primary airflow at turndown 

[         ] l/s   [         ] l/s.m2   {derived as follows: 

When % units for ‘Min primary airflow or VAV turndown’ 

IF DOAS max primary airflow to zone is enabled, Min primary airflow at turndown (l/s) = DOAS max primary 

airflow to zone × %  

else, Min primary airflow at turndown (l/s) = max(Cooling maximum primary airflow, Heating maximum primary 

airflow) × %  

In either case, Min primary airflow at turndown (l/s.m2) = Min primary airflow at turndown (l/s) × Zone floor area  

When l/(s.m2) units for ‘Min primary airflow or VAV turndown’ 

Min primary airflow at turndown (l/s) = Min primary airflow or VAV turndown (l/s.m2) × Zone floor area (m2) 

Min primary airflow at turndown (l/s.m2) = Min primary airflow or VAV turndown (l/s.m2) 

5.8.1.11 Minimum primary airflow 

[         ] l/s  [         ] l/s.m
2
     

IF Configuration is CAV  AND neither DOAS link (DOAS vent airflow or DOAS vent airflow CAV/DCV) is present  

= MAX(Cooling maximum primary airflow, Heating maximum primary airflow); 

else, IF Configuration is CAV  AND either DOAS link is present  

= DOAS max primary airflow to zone; 

else, IF  Configuration is VAV   

= MAX(Min primary airflow at turndown, VozA, … 

IF(DOAS link present, 0, Primary air-change requirement) 

IF(Force design minimum primary airflow at least equal to required ventilation rate = true, Zone 

ventilation max/total req., 0),  

IF( AND(Exhaust air-change requirement  is checked, Make-up air is 100% primary air = true),  Exhaust 

air-change req., 0),  

IF(Make-up air includes fixed percentage transfer air = true, Exhaust air-change req. - (Exhaust air-

change req.×××× specified percentage), 0),  

IF( AND(Exhaust air-change requirement  is checked, Transfer at max EA and min primary airflow = 0),  

Exhaust airflow - Transfer at max EA and min primary airflow, 0)) 

VozA = (Ra x Az)/min(Ez_Cooling, Ez_Heating) 

The derived value for ‘Minimum primary airflow’ is the greater of the minimum primary airflow at turndown, 

primary air-change requirement, ventilation requirement as described below, and make-up air for zone exhaust 

when make-up air is either set to 100% primary air or the zone OA requirement is forced >/= exhaust rate.  

Minimum primary airflow in VAV-reheat systems with single-max VAV controls will be at least equal to the heating 

airflow requirement.  

The ‘Force design minimum primary airflow at least equal to required ventilation rate’ option below is relevant to 

and checked by default for non-DOAS mixing systems, such as typical VAV. This ensures that minimum primary 

airflow will be no less than the ‘Max req.’ on the ‘Zone Ventilation & Exhaust’ tab. For DOAS, this option is disabled, 
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as DOAS minimum primary flow is always constrained by the greater of minimum ventilation and primary (non-

transfer) make-up air requirements. 

Whenever ‘Basis for Zone outside air requirement’ is set to ‘ASHRAE 62.1’ or ‘Maximum,’ the minimum autosized 

value for variable-volume primary airflow will be VozA, regardless of system sub-type or any other settings. VozA is 

the building area component (Ra x Az)/min(Ez_Cooling, Ez_Heating) of the ASHRAE 62.1 zone ventilation 

requirement. 

When ‘Basis for Zone outside air requirement’ is set otherwise, minimum primary airflow in non-DOAS is permitted 

to be modulated down to zero, per settings for dual-maximum VAV controls and turndown.  

For DOAS, the minimum ventilation rate used to constrain primary airflow will normally be the ‘Max req.’ on the 

‘Zone Ventilation & Exhaust’ tab.  For any zone with DCV engaged, however, a lower minimum primary flow rate is 

permitted as follows: When ‘Basis for Zone outside air requirement’ is set to ‘ASHRAE 62.1’ or ‘Maximum,’ this will 

be VozA (as defined above); when ‘Basis for Zone outside air requirement’ is set otherwise, the DCV minimum will be 

the value for ‘Min primary airflow at turndown.’ 

5.8.1.12 ���� Force design minimum primary airflow at least equal to required ventilation rate    

Checked by default. This option forces the overall minimum primary airflow for the zone to be at least equal to the 

“Zone ventilation max/total req” l/s (cfm) column for the same zone. The overall minimum is normally set in relation 

to the overall maximum, which may, for example, be set by a primary ACH requirements in addition to/overriding a 

purely load-based determination of design max airflow. 

5.8.1.13 Terminal unit fan control (FCU or FPB) 

[ Constant | 2-speed | Variable ▼] {Enabled when at least one of the following links is present: FCU Cooling airflow 

CAV/2sp/VAV; FCU Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV; FPB Secondary airflow CAV/2sp/VAV; else grayed out.  

• For FCU Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV link, Maximum flow maps to Flow rate at Max Sensed DBT within the 

linked controller; 

• For both FCU Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV and FPB Secondary airflow CAV/2sp/VAV links, Maximum flow 

maps to Flow rate at Min Sensed DBT within the linked controller; 

• Maximum Flow is as derived for the Recirculated airflow (max) parameter below;  

• Minimum Flow is derived for both FCU and FPB controller links as follows: 

o “Constant” sets Minimum flow = Maximum flow; 

o “2-speed” sets Minimum flow = 0.5 × Maximum flow and Proportional bandwidth to 0.1 deg F;  

o “Variable” sets Minimum flow = 0.0 and default proportional bandwidth (2 deg F). 

Legacy System upgrades (i.e., upgrade of systems associated with a loads data spreadsheet): 

Terminal Unit Fan Control is set to “Constant” for upgraded legacy systems 06 and 08 and for all PRM Baseline 

systems 6 & 8. This is for Baseline systems in 90.1 Performance Rating Method versions 2004, 2007 and 2010. This 

applies to non-Baseline system types 06 and 08 only when they are upgraded legacy systems (i.e., from an existing 

pre-VE2016 user project).  

When upgrading any legacy system of type 09, this parameter should always be set according to the value in cell X24 

on the Sys 09 tab of the Loads Data spreadsheet (it will not be relevant for certain sub-types, but that won’t matter). 

The default in that location is 2-speed, but it’s also possible the user could have changed this to VSD (VSD = Variable 

in the Terminal Unit Fan Control options). 

This rule for system type 09 applies to all systems that retain the 09 in the System Frame, regardless of their name in 

the HVAC library. In other words, this includes PRM Baseline system 11 DOAS-FCU, which uses the Sys 09 tab of the 

spreadsheet (they changed the numbering scheme on us), and similarly the ECB System 007-FCU, and GM Reference 

03 DOAS-FCU (which never followed the original numbering scheme). 

The note below cell X24 applies to system 09b DOAS CV- FCUs, which simply has proportional control disabled, and 

thus set to operate as CAV, as loaded from the HVAC library; however, within ISM, one need only enable the 

proportional control in the controller and re-Apply the link to make all three control options available.} 
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5.8.1.14 ���� FPB recirculated airflow percentage of max primary 

[          ] % {This editable input takes precedence whenever it exceeds the value required by other inputs to derivation 

of Recirculated secondary airflow (max). When box is checked, this input parameter thus drives the recirculated 

airflow derivation (excepting when require Heating maximum airflow – Minimum primary airflow results in a greater 

value). Enable when FPB Secondary airflow CAV/2sp/VAV link is present; Default = Unchecked. Box is checked 

automatically and value set to 50% when the system containing this link is an ASHRAE 90.1 PRM Baseline System.}  

5.8.1.15 Active beam or induction unit primary airflow control 

[ CAV | VAV ▼] {Default = CAV; Enabled when the system level setting at top of UI is set to VAV and either Act bm/IU 

Primary air CAV/VAV cool or Act bm/IU Primary air CAV/VAV heat link is present, else grayed out. This is an 

optional zone-level input wherein one or more zones can be set differently from the overall system VAV setting at 

the top of the dialog (e.g., some zones could have VAV dampers, while others do not). 

For upgrade of legacy systems, the CAV vs. VAV setting in Z24 on the Sys 9 tab of the LD spreadsheet should set both 

the system-level setting and this parameter for all zones to the same type of airflow control. IF the system is set to 

VAV, the user can then set some zones to CAV if needed. “CAV” forces the “Minimum primary airflow” max(Cooling 

maximum primary airflow, Heating maximum primary airflow). “VAV” allows min and max to differ. See LD 

spreadsheet Sys 9 tab cell Z24 and columns BZ and CA.} 

5.8.1.16 Active beam induced air ratio relative to primary airflow 

[          ] {This editable ratio determines how much recirculated secondary airflow will be induced through the coils of 

the active beam for each unit of primary airflow (which in most beams does not pass through the coils); enabled 

when Act beam induced airflow link is present; default = 4.00} 

5.8.1.17 Recirculated secondary airflow, maximum 

[         ] l/s  [         ] l/s.m
2
    {Enable if any one of the FCU, FPB, Active Beam, DFDD links listed below is present; The 

related parameter “Terminal unit fan control (FCU or FPB)” is used for all terminal units that have recirculating 

airflow (FCUs, FPBs, and Active Beams). The value displayed for “Recirculated secondary airflow, maximum” is 

determined as follows: 

Enabling links (otherwise disabled/greyed out and set to zero—indicating no recirculated airflow): 

• FCU Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

• FCU Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

• FPB Secondary airflow CAV/2sp/VAV 

• Act beam/IU Induced airflow  

• Dual-fan-dual duct zn heat airflow 

When FCU Cooling airflow CAV/2sp/VAV link is present, Recirculated secondary airflow (max) = Cooling maximum 

primary airflow. 

When FCU Heating airflow CAV/2sp/VAV link is present, Recirculated secondary airflow (max) = Heating maximum 

primary airflow. 

When both of the above FCU links are present, Recirculated secondary airflow (max) = MAX of Cooling & Heating 

max airflows. 

When FPB Secondary airflow CAV/2sp/VAV link is present, derive the displayed value as follows and map this to the 

Flow rate at Min Sensed DBT within the linked controller:  

IF FPB recirculated airflow percentage of max primary is checked, Recirculated secondary airflow (max)  

= MAX(Cooling maximum primary airflow × % of max primary, Heating maximum airflow × % of max 

primary, Heating maximum airflow - Minimum primary airflow). 

Else, Recirculated secondary airflow (max) = Heating max airflow - Minimum primary airflow  
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In either case, the Minimum flow, as mapped to Flow rate at Max Sensed DBT within the linked controller, is 

derived according to the Terminal unit fan control (FCU or FPB) drop-down menu setting for the FPB Secondary 

airflow CAV/2sp/VAV controller link. 

When Act beam Induced airflow link is present, derive this value by multiplying the greater of Cooling/Heating 

maximum primary airflow values by the “Active beam induced air ratio relative to primary airflow” parameter. I.e., 

the ratio describes induced airflow relative to primary airflow (the greater of Cooling/Heating maximum primary 

airflow values).  

When Dual-fan-dual duct zn heat airflow link is present:  

• Recirculated secondary airflow, maximum  = Heating design maximum airflow + (min primary airflow × (cooling 

dT / heating dT)) AND 

• Recirculated secondary airflow, minimum  = 0.00 

5.8.1.18 Recirculated secondary airflow, minimum 

[         ] l/s  [         ] l/s.m
2
    {Enabled if any one of the FCU, FPB, Active Beam, DFDD links listed above for ‘Recirculated 

secondary airflow maximum’ is present 

The related parameter “Terminal unit fan control (FCU or FPB)” sets this value for all FCU, FPB, and Active Beam 

terminal units that recirculate secondary airflow. For these system types, the value displayed for “Recirculated 

secondary airflow minimum” is thus determined according to the Terminal unit fan control (FCU or FPB) parameter 

(see Terminal unit fan control (FCU or FPB) above for derivation of min value as set by that parameter).  

Dual-Fan Dual-Duct (DFDD) systems mix variable volumes of cooled air (OA plus recirculated) and heated air (fully 

recirculated) from the respective distribution ducts to suit zone loads. The controller with Dual-fan-dual duct zn heat 

airflow link must vary its flow rate from zero (no heating airflow) to the Recirculated secondary airflow, maximum 

(max heating airflow). Therefore, the value for Recirculated secondary airflow, minimum is zero for DFDD systems. 

5.8.1.19 Exhaust airflow 

[         ] l/s  [         ] l/s.m
2
    {See ‘Exhaust airflow’ parameter on ‘Zone Ventilation & Exhaust’ tab.}  

5.8.1.20 Transfer at max EA and min primary airflow 

[         ] l/s  [         ] l/s.m
2
    {See ‘Transfer at max EA and min primary airflow’ parameter on ‘Zone Ventilation & 

Exhaust’ tab.} 

5.8.1.21 Return at max EA and min primary airflow 

[         ] l/s  [         ] l/s.m
2
     

Return = Minimum primary airflow - Exhaust air flow (same as on ‘Zone Ventilation & Exhaust’ tab) 

5.8.2 Zone ventilation flow rates and engineering checks 

 

Zone and system min OA calculations will use the greatest value from active cells in this table. 

All values are copied or derived from Zone Ventilation & Exhaust’ tab. 
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OA req. as makeup for EA, for example, is the volume flow rate of Outside Air (OA) required, per all relevant settings 

on the Zone Ventilation & Exhaust tab, as make-up for Exhaust Air (EA).  

Example: If there is no Exhaust air-change requirement (box not ticked on the Ventilation… tab), then this value 

is zero. If there is an EA requirement, the ASHRAE 62.1 input may be used to determine this requirement in lieu 

of a manually entered number of air changes, etc. 

The last row of the grid, Zone ventilation max/total req., displays the maximum value in each column from the rows 

above in all cases except when Basis for zone outside air requirement on the Ventilation… tab is set to “Sum”. When 

the basis is set to “Sum,” this bottom row of the Outdoor airflow grid displays the sum of the values above in each 

column. 

5.8.2.1 Design OA percentage of max heating primary supply air 

[         ] % {max OA value in table above div by Heating des airflow}  

5.8.2.2 Design OA percentage of max cooling primary supply air 

[         ] % {max OA value in table above div by Cooling des airflow} 

5.8.2.3 Design OA percentage of min zone primary supply airflow 

[         ] % {max OA value in table above div by Zone min primary airflow} 

5.8.2.4 DCV to modulate OA up from reduced min when CO2 > control band min 

[ cfm ] when CO2  [ > 800  ] ppm  

Enabled when ‘Demand-controlled ventilation using zone CO2 sensors’ is checked on Zone Ventilation & Exhaust tab.  

Reduced min value is VozA when basis for zone ventilation is ASHRAE 62.1, otherwise set according to ‘Min primary 

airflow at turndown’ on this tab.  

CO2 ppm threshold is the min value for ‘Carbon dioxide control band’ on Zone Vent & Exhaust tab. 

For DOAS (100% OA systems), when a zone has CO2-based DCV engaged and ventilation requirement set using 

ASHRAE 62.1, min primary airflow is set to the building component (VozA = Ra x Az/Ez) of the A62.1 requirement. 

5.8.2.5 Dynamic reset of system min OA per VAV flow fractions 

[ Yes | No ]  Displays ‘Yes’ only when OA min reset - zn VAV flow % link is present and ‘Reset system min OA per 

zone VAV flow fractions to ensure %OA” is ticked on the ‘System Parameters’ tab; otherwise ‘No’. 

5.8.3 System airside engineering checks  

The following nine parameters will display Zone values for the currently selected/display layer (system = 1 zone) 

when Configuration = Single-zone systems or Packaged terminal units.  

5.8.3.1 Total floor area and volume served 

[         ] m2   [         ] m3 {both from Room Data}  

5.8.3.2 Total occupants served by system (62.1 Sys Population, Ps) 

[         ] people {see A62.1 calcs; = Paz if single-zone sys}  

5.8.3.3 System ventilation efficiency (Ev) 

[         ] {Ev = min(Evz); if single-zone system Ev = Evz; see A62.1 sec}  
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5.8.3.4 Minimum OA (Vot / make-up) 

[         ] l/s-person  [         ] l/s  [         ] l/s.m
2
    {mirror Vot value on Sys Parameters tab}  

5.8.3.5 Maximum primary supply airflow 

[         ] l/s  [         ] l/s.m
2
 {dynamic copy of ‘System supply fan design flow rate’ values on the ‘System 

Parameters’ tab}  

5.8.3.6 Minimum OA req. as fraction of maximum supply airflow 

[         ] Derived as  Vot / Maximum primary supply airflow.  

This is allowed to be greater than 1.0. When that is true, parameter field is orange if no DCV and is green if there is 

DCV engaged for one or more zones on the system.  

The orange background—used only when DCV is not engaged—flags a potential issue for users to consider. A value  

> 1.0 for this parameter is likely to be acceptable only in cases of extreme diversity in system loads and space 

occupancy. More often, if there are no DCV controls, this would be an indication of incorrect modeling  of design 

loads and/or occupancy or may point to the need for use of the oversizing factor in the system Supply Fan 

component to allow for scenarios with coincident peak airflow (combined zone airflow requirements) that are 

greater than the peak airflow required of the system Supply Fan component during the system design loads and 

sizing simulation run. User judgement is required here.  

The green background—used only when DCV is engaged for one or more zones on the system—is an indicator of an 

outcome that may be desirable, particularly for a DOAS: Because the ventilation airflow for some zones can be 

modulated below the full required flow rate when zone CO2 levels or occupancy are reduced, and there is diversity 

in terms of occupancy, a smaller system fan can deliver the necessary total volume of ventilation air. If, however, the 

design is intended to allow for all zones with DCV being simultaneously fully occupied and requiring the full 

ventilation rate, it will be necessary to define occupancy profiles accordingly. Again, user judgement is required. 

5.8.3.7 Minimum primary supply airflow 

[         ] l/s  [         ] l/s.m
2
    

The sum of ‘Minimum primary airflow’ for all zones. 

5.8.3.8 Minimum OA req. as fraction of minimum supply airflow 

[         ]   

Derived as  Vot / Minimum primary supply airflow .  

This is allowed to be greater than 1.0. When that is true, parameter field is orange if no DCV and is green if there is 

DCV engaged for one or more zones on the system.  

The orange background—used only when DCV is not engaged—flags a potential issue for users to consider; 

however, it may be acceptable in certain VAV applications. User judgement is required here.  

The green background—used only when DCV is engaged for one or more zones—is an indicator of a desirable 

outcome: The min airflow is able to modulate below the min Design ventilation requirement to a value determined 

either by ASHRAE 62.1 (VozA) or by the user via the primary airflow turndown percentage for each zone (in the case 

of a DOAS not using A62.1). 

5.8.3.9 Total exhaust airflow per zone EA req. 

[         ] l/s   [         ] l/s.m
2
  

This is the sum of ‘Exhaust airflow’ for all zones served by the system, as displayed on left side of this same tab. 
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5.8.4 ASHRAE 62.1 Exhaust Requirements 

ASHRAE 62.1 Table 6-4 Minimum Exhaust        

Occupancy Category Exhau
st 
Rate, 
cfm/un
it 

Exhau
st 
Rate, 
cfm/ft2 

Exhau
st 
Rate, 
L/s*uni
t 

Exhau
st 
Rate, 
L/s*ft2 

defau
lt # of 
units 

100% 
Transf
er Air? 

Arenas 0 0.50 0 2.5 0 N 

Art classrooms 0 0.70 0 3.5 0 N 

Auto repair rooms 0 1.50 0 7.5 0 N 

Barber shops 0 0.50 0 2.5 0 N 

Beauty and nail salons 0 0.60 0 3.0 0 N 

Cells with toilet 0 1.00 0 5.0 0 N 

Copy, printing rooms 0 0.50 0 2.5 0 N 

Darkrooms 0 1.00 0 5.0 0 N 

Educational science laboratories 0 1.00 0 5.0 0 N 

Janitor closets, trash rooms, recycling 0 1.00 0 5.0 0 Y 

Kitchenettes 0 0.30 0 1.5 0 N 

Kitchens - commercial 0 0.70 0 3.5 0 N 

Locker/dressing rooms 0 0.25 0 1.3 0 N 

Locker rooms 0 0.50 0 2.5 0 N 

Parking garages 0 0.75 0 3.7 0 N 

Pet shops (animal areas) 0 0.90 0 4.5 0 N 

Residential kitchens, continuous operation 50 0.00 25 0.0 1 N 

Residential kitchens, non-continuous 
operation 

100 0.00 50 0.0 1 N 

Soiled laundry storage rooms 0 1.00 0 5.0 0 N 

Storage rooms, chemical 0 1.50 0 7.5 0 N 

Toilets - private, continuous operation 25 0.00 12.5 0.0 1 Y 

Toilets - private, non-continuous operation 50 0.00 25 0.0 1 Y 

Toilets - public 50 0.00 25 0.0 2 Y 

Toilets - public, heavy/peak usage (e.g. 
school, theater, etc.) 

70 0.00 35 0.0 2 Y 

Woodwork shop/classrooms 0 0.50 0 2.5 0 N 

 


